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~, For· centuries;- uc~itics and--·commentators on 
Shakespeare's S9nnats have presented theories and coun-
ter-theories about the 11 story11 they tell. Som~ of the 
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main areas of concern are with the plot~ of the ''story, 11 L~--
.. 
·,· -
f-- -_-- n_ 
'l 
r, 
the relationships· of tba characters, and the identifi-
• 
cation or the historical figures being portrayed • Tbe 
many theories and variati·ons ·bave been presented, 
modified, refuted, abandoned, and re-presented end-
lessly until the ~rutb seems to have become beyond 
reach. Tbe desire to piece out t~e "story" in an 
attempt to add to the relatively sketchy biography ot 
. -
the poet has resulted only in confusion. Tbe worst 
~esult of a11· is that the.essence of the Sonnets--
their nature as poetry--is usually completely. ignored 
by biography-hunters. Tb~ other vital element this 
group of critics o.ften ignores is the ·body or .$rgument 
.contrary and prejudicia~ to their personal theories. 
~ 
· It is the concern of this study to try to 
clarify" the muddle by impartially examining these 
theor~es, by considering all ayail~bl~ positive and 
negative evidence, and by considering the merits or 
both tbe biographical §lnd the li t·a~ary approaches to 
the Sonnets. Germane to this purpose is necessarily 
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- .. a statement .. 01·· positions, arguments., and approaches as 
;u clearly as n.ecessary to achieve 1 t • 
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- __ , ---------=---___:__-.~~· 1~ .. _. -, On the basis or an examina-t-ion of~a11 the- arg-g;.._ 
-- __ :_ __ -- -------- ·--- -- --- ments 
. ~ 1 t is :n~ces.s~ry to conc+uge thijt no biographical ,. ------··-···---<-··-· - --~------- ---·---:--·----·· --- ·- -
-- theory bas been, or- can be, proven; nor bas any really 
c-
added to an understanding of the poe~; but more ·important, 
none bas led to tbe understandi_ng and apprec·iation of the 
f" ,_ 
poetry. It is only tbe relatively recent literary ap-
proaches that have done so. · 
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NOTICE 
~ Persons attempting to find a~motive in this narrative 
will be prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral 
in it will be banished; persons attempting to find a 
plot in it will be sbot. 
BY ORDER OF THE AUTHOR 
·per G. G., CHIEF OF ORDNANCE 
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· Tbe story that many students, critics, and comm.en-
. 
. . tator·s .. find or think tbey find in Shakespeare 1 8 Sonnets m~J 
be· simply stated.. The poet is involved in a close rela-
J 
• 
't - · tionsbip'' with a pleasure-loving, popular., and remarkably 
' 
. bandso~e young man of high social standing; tbis relation-. I 
ship begins with th~ poet 8 s having written several sonnets 
urging this ''Friend" to marry; at s.ome point in their 
relationship there is an extended absence; and at some 
point a rival poet attempts to gain the Friend's favor, 
'; 
thereby causing the poet some emotional paino The poet 
is also involved with a dark lady of questionable reputa~ 
tion. These two lovers· of his meet, establish an amorous 
-
,t relationship and tbe third side of' a triangle, and cause 
tbe poet more emotional tul'moil in the form of anger, 
guilt, and feelings of rejection. Tbere are absolutely 
no names given ror any of the leading characters in tbe 
"·story'' except 11W111 11 --in context~ obviously a reference 
to tbe poet himself. 
.: •, :· ·( 
The reason people are interested in finding, ex-
-
plaining,·and elaborating upon this "story" is that the1 
bope to fill·in tbose biographical blankrspots· caused 
by the relative scarcity of contemporary documented 
information on Shakespeare, and this "stor711 offers new. 
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:worlds for- critics to conquer. The untortunate fact ie 
that the 11 story'' as outlined above is only obscurely t, I i 
.- ------• ·- ____ -____ pre.serited in the _)Sonnets--so haz~ly, in r.ao.t, that even ____ --,---_____ ·---1 
. . 
--- - ---- -- ---- -
. . 
• I 
, . 
my generalized presentation is open to critical attack. 
The result of these conditions bas bean such a long and 
t ,. 
· . agonizing ( to tbe reader) · !'lood -of theories about tbe 
. 
- "-'. 
- ·- - -- - .... ---·---- -~ --
"' 
~ ''story" tbat · the most essential quality of the Sonnets-- , ·- ·- .. ,. , 
...;_,. ' 't P• 
·t 
' If .' 1 
' .. ·, ' ( J 
.. :,· ', ,'' 
. . . ( ,' 
. , I - . i their nature as poems--has been, ·until recently, slighted 
when not- completely neglected. What is sorely needed now 
is tbat the Sonn~ts be evaluated as to their suitability 
.as biographical evidence and, if necessary, restored to 
their rightful plscs as poetry. In order to determ.ine 
wbicb version of tbe "story" is most nearly true--indeed, 
wbetber a· story exists at all--certain basic investi-
gations must be made. 1 
General conclusions concerning the "story" are 
usuall7 (but not often enough) based on the Sonnets them-
selves-~on what they say, and on the order in which they 
are arrangedo - This o.rder, the order .found ·in the .first . -· 
edition of the Sonnets printed in 1609, should ~e chrono-
-logical for it to be a story. It would be absurd to 
write a biography and, without cJ..ues, rearrange the 
chapters for printing, for example. According to most 
commentators wbo see the standard '' story'' as set tortb 
above, the Sonnets are divided into two sections: 1-126 
and 127 .. 154. Tbe first section deals with the yo~g man 
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(b8rea.fter referred to as the Friend), &nd tbe Second with· 
tbe Dark Lady. The strictest view is that tbe 1609 order 
~ . ---- ·---
, 
1:a co~rect and perfectly chronological. F. T. Prince, in 
tact, believes that "we might almost imagine that the poet 
.. ' 
bad before him a manuscript or the series, and glanced at 
-- ---~- _ _ . 1 - I ·2 
tbe last po.em in 1 t a-s he prepared to tr1ri te the next. 11 
Furthermore,· ~e says, "there is no evidence ••• that , 
rearrangamelit bas proved to be generally acceptabl8. tt . · 
To hoist Prince with bis own petar, let it be clear that 
there is no evidence tbat Shakespeare dig approve, and 
tba t Thorpe I s original arrangement has been e_qually un.,. 
acceptable to very many critics. 
.. 
The range of dissatisfaction begins with the very 
mild position that there is no evidence at all that there 
ever was an "a.rra.ngement11 --let alone that Thorpe's is 
cor~ect--and tbat the Sonnets a~e not a unity, being 
without a coherent. plot or dominant tbeme.4 According to 
. . . 
F. E. Halliday, "that they are not in abs'ollltely correct 
order, as pri~ed ••• in 1609, has long been suspected," 
and rearrangement "certainly makes the stoey of the 
Sonnets far easier to underatand. 115 Similar to, aijld 
supporting this view, is the opinion that 11 tbere might 
. 
• • • be some • • • that were never intended to belong to 
the main series, or ••• even intended for the friend," 
-· 
and that 11Shakespeare might wil;I. ~rite two sonnets on the 
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·same· tbente, or Dl&king the same point, and then decide .,-.-~~---- - .;··. 
. . .. 6 
which one to send ~orward. Further rragmentation comes· 
.. in the form of Ebenezer Forsyth' s idea tbat the. Sonn_ets ·_ 
--------------- -·- ------------ ------- - --- .- are 11 es-sentially dramatic." What is more likely, be 
asks, 93 tban that s parson or Shakespeare's great facility 
ii' 
of composition and.command of' the poetical tongue should 
_, 
-(..,,,a I 
{ q ! 
be called on • • • to wri_te epistles .for tbe benefit of 
friends not equally gii'ted with J:).imsel.f? 117 John Payne 
Collier also feels that Sbakespeare•s having written some 
of his sonnets for his .friends "would • • • not have been 
I•,', 
without precedent, 11 although be does not believe Shake.-
8 
speare did so.,,_ .. , 
···;,, .... __ .,. 
I 
At the otber extreme are tbeo~ies like Gerald 
Massey's, which bolds them as being divided into "per-
t;t 
-·----~-- - --··----·--------~---- ----- ------ - -- - . 
' :\
' .. 
J ._ 
,. 
sonal11 and 11 dramatic 11 poems according to tbe tone of each 
individual sonnet. It seems that "happyn poems are per-
sonal and "unhappy" ones are dramatie. 9 Even more extreme 
in its own way is Arthur Acheson's theory tbat originally 
. tbere, were· seven 11books '' of tlienty aonpets eaeb, - thirteen 
sonnets being now lost and the others rearl'anged--botb 
unfortunate events- having taken place during their private 
c1reulationo10 T. W. Baldwin also sees the Sonnets as 
arranged in 11books," but his are stri~tly in the order 
. . 
' . ' 
of the·1609 Quarto (the only contemporary autbority for 
order, incidentally), and based on the 24-sbeet quire.11 
.I 
I' f Otbe:r alternatives range from beliefs that they are all 
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written t·o a woman· (or women) or that tbe men in the two 
sections are different men, to the belier tbat there are 
· 12 
h. severa1 men and/or several women. A spokesman :for tbe --· 
opposition, Hilton Landry, feels that it is a ''misoon-
I_ ·----; • 
---==--
. , 
' ' 
caption that each or the two groups is in some sense a 
segmeht or series, that the collection as a whole is a 
. . - . ,;:__, ,, ., . " 
work of art Wi tb some kind o:f continuity · and f'orm. 1113 
also .feels, however, that ·~:the order of the Quarto is 
generally and essentially'right and that tbe burden ot 
proof' rests on those who think otherwise. nl4 · ·· ·· 
Nevertheless, how is it' likely, or even possible, 
~ 
that sonnets being widely circulated in manuscript before 
•-11 1,-. lr 
1598 could maintain their original order ror over ten 
years until printed in 1609? If they did lose the order 
-
9f cromposition, how dare we now attempt.to divine that 
· order and restore it? How could tbe printer have done-
1 t? · Indeed, bow even could the poet himself correctly 
, 
remember tbeir order after all those years~-unl~ss he bad 
. 
dated them bimse_lf, of wbic.b action there is no evidence? 
Clearly, tb,e possibil1 ty of. restoI'ing order steadily 
diminishes as we move from their pomposition to the 
present, making the Quarto order tbe most likely to be 
authoritative. What this means, then, is that commen-
•• 1'.:, '' ..... 
-r>"' 
.. ,,,:, 
-
· ta tors who wish to show a 11-story11 must either accept that 
---------·---·--·····--·--- .. order or show cause why .it is wrong. Inasmuch as even 
tbe Quarto order is questionable, both posi_tions are · 
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It may be. readily agreed upon that there is a uni~7 
to tbe first· seventeen sonnets at least. Tb~1-__.are all 
-··· written urging a young nobleman to · marry in order· to con- .... 
tI-niie .. ·-·b-iis .. ---lfiie---·and--~·o·-.. -:fnsure the -perpetuation o:f bis 
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peauty. It may also be worth noting·tbat Thorpe also 
may have noticed this simila~ity and brought tbem to-
gether. Furtbe:r.rnore, even if these firs·t seventeen son-
nets may apply to any one candidate, there is no proo~ 
tbat tbe other 109 or the "rirst section'' do also, let 
alone all 154. Certainly· tbe fact that the remaining, 
sonnets never again include a reference to marriage is of 
V • 
s.ome s1gn1f1cance--espeeially if the 11 story•t is. to be 
' ' 
c_9nsidered 11 teral autobiography. As -George Lyman 
. . - - ... . . 
. - -~ --,, 
Kittredge points out: 
• .. . - i 
It is customary to regard Sonnets 1-126 as a 
continuou~ series and to assume tbat they are 
all ~ddxaeased to the same person==some young 
man of nobl® bi~tbo This idaa t~kes· it ~or 
grant®d that Tborpe 8 s ar~~ngament i~ Shake-
_,spee.reuso That 9 howewerv i~ ~ puJt->a assumption. 
No.r doea it follotY.o ~rven it ·the ar~a~gement is 
adnu.tted to be canonicalD that th® sam® person 
· is · sddra~sed in all tbe hundred and ti1sntye2si.x. 
A prior~. such unity or d®dication is not very 
11kely9 and unpreposssssed reading confirms 
tbe antscsd®nt improbES1bili·ty o 15 
Is it 9 then~ simply a literary commonplace to as-
,.:~';~ 1l1Dle· that t~.e Sonnets are so divided into two groups? 
. -r---- . 
" 
•• ,/ 1• ~·-.. • ' 
·, _ ·- .• _ • .__,
1
_ f'· - _ ,_. un " 
• 
Kittredge further elaborates bis view by, indicating those 
. . 
sonnets which might have been addressed to a noble and 
.. 
friendly patron (25, 26, 38,); those wb icb "cannot 
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. reasonably be supposed" to have been addressed to a ·man 
of that standing (20, 21~ 48, 56, 66, 69., 73-5, 118, 119, 
· 126}; and those seve·ral ( unnamed by him. but ·i1bicb· could 
.include most of tbe others in the group) which are· 
n nl6 manifestly addressed to a woman.· 
r 
A close examination will. further reveal, I think, -
-
.that tbe sub-sections are not 11nked with each other and 
(,, ', 
could readily be rearranged -to constitute a different 
story lin® completely. 78~86, ~or example, are all uni-
fied on the topic of a rival poet without a hint of a 
male object for the rivalry; 87~96 are generally ___ unified., 
but on the subject of someone's threatened or imagined 
unfaithfulness; and 97-98 describe an absence of a spring, 
summer., and winter. 99, unattached to tbe preceding 
sonnets, waxes lyrical wi,tb no :furthering of ·a "plot. n 
My point is that not only may these sub-sections refer 
to difterent and unrelated events involving different 
characters., but that, even if tbey all zae£er to one set .• 
-'. ~ . 
... 
· tbe ab~ence could have .occurred before 78,,,-aftel' 86, where··: ... -. 
it is, or any-where else in the group without one's being 
able to disprove _tbe fitness of its new position. Every 
position, then, would create a new "st~ry. 11 
Concerning· the second section (127-154)., most 
critics are agreed that there is to some degree a lack· of 
order. The·re are sections whicb are inte~nally related., 
aucb as 127~131 on tbe woman's physical and sexual 
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· · , attraction., or 133-139 on the unattractive aspects,. ot tbe 
. 
' 
- ---. . ,:-. .. --· 
, . 
.:...,,,,,-.>·; 
poetDs relationship with her. It is clear to me that· 
-
many, if not most, of the sonnets in the second. section 
could easily be placed ap!!pere in tbe section and seem 
to .fit any vers~on of the nistory." (Outstanding ex-
amples are l39J) 140, 141., .-and 145, or the group 147-150.) 
Finally_, almost· an,-- o.f the sonnets of both sections could 
' 
, even cbange sections without upsetting. anything except 
those critics whose theories are based on them. 
Tbe basic material needed on wbieb to base &-.·. · 
. . 
"story'' theory is still not yet assembled in tbis paper, 
• 
however. Of importance sec-ond only to the matter and the 
order of the Sonnets is the date tbey were written, for 
· this can help a critic to "prove" that his candidates fit· 
the ''story'' 1.f tbe time is right. Theories about the 
. --
' - ;"' 
-
,~ "story" a1Pe presented and exploded (regularly, ·r might 
add) almost solely on the basis of dating. Hyder E • 
Rollins, who as editor of the invaluable Variorum Edition 
should know, said that "a case, often a supe~ficial~y· 
plausible case, can be made for nearly any date to fit 
nearly any theory ••• trom tbe early •8o•s to 1609.nl7 
And we have most of tbem already made. Let us examine 
the problem. 
The _obvious limits are 1564 and_l609. No one baa 
yet set tbe date before 1564, but a man named Roe, in 
B·aeonia, July 1908, did set 1 t as late as 1621. Needless 
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to say; Mr. Roe was a Baconian.18 Tbe most convincingly· 
argued earix. date -iias presented by L.eslie Hotsong who~ 
interpreted the ''Mortal moon'' of 104 to be a reference 
- to the crescent-shaped Spanish Armada, dating this sonnet . 
-
1588. In a lengthy and involved argument, including bis 
' ' 
view that 1588 wa~ thought to be the predicted year of the 
destruction-of the earth, and assuming 1-126 to be. chrono-
logical, be decided that these sonnets were completed by 
1589 .. 19 He fUI'thar supported this early dating by show..; --
ing that not only was the average age of Elizabethan 
sonneteers about 25 at the time of their sonneteering, 
but that several of these young men, including Barnfield 
and Daniel, refer to themselves as old, wrinkledD ~nd at 
the end of' their d·ays, as Shakespeare does several times 
in hi·s Sonnets. 
20 - - .. .. - - · - .. - -- · 
It should be noted that three other, very different, 
dates have been determined on the basis oi' 11Mortal moon".: 
1594, becau.se Elizabeth I endured the threat to her lite 
- •• .. t 
' 
o:t the Lopez conspiracy; 1596 ~ because it· was Elizabetb' s. · 
. •' . ,, I > ' ,• • ' ' • ' , ~·;:, , . . : • • , • ... . ,'- ··~ 
"Grand Climacteric 11 or 63rd year; and 1603, because that 
21 · 
is ·the year she die-d. If, bow~ver, Hotson is ·right 
that lc:,126 were completed by 1589, most ot' tbe popular 
. ; 
candidates for position in the "story" are elimin.ated. 
Pembroke, t:or exQlple, would have been but nine years ot .. 
.. ". 
-~ge, and Southampton still in bis mid~teena. ferhaps 
tbis should be kept close, (for think what some imaginati~e 
.., 
• -.· l 
. . , '. 
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wr1 ter could- do to Shakespeare I s already ·&li.gbtl7 tar .. 
nisbed reputation with itl It may also account for tbe 
.l.------------t-act that Hotson' s theory has not been well rec.eived (to. ----- -
[ .- .. 
: ·!.' 
·--"'·· _. . \ - - - - -·• _. ··- -,._•r -=-•-~ ·-
- 22 
·put 1.t _ mildly) • ¥ 
. . ,-
Tb e most popular period is the mid-1590-, s •. Halliday 
points out tbat the greatest number of stylistic and 
· poetic parallels with o~ber ~orks are with Venus and 
Adonis, The Rape of Lucreee, and the plays thought to I ., 
bave been written at this time (Love's Labours Lost, 
Romeo ~nd Juliet 9 and ~icbard the Second)o 23 Edmund 
- . ' Malone chose the same period for different reasons: be-, . 
cause or Francis Meres• 1598 reference to Sbakespeare•s 
Sonnets in Palladia Tamia, and because be feels that 
Daniel's sonnets of 1592 were tbe ''model that Shakespeare 
- . 24 followed." E. K. Chambers, although giving reasons wby 
i . it could be around 1$96, 1599, or 1603, feels that "tbe 
,· three years I range of' CIV was probiably 1593-60 1125 
'l'bere is a note of caution to be recorded at this 
I 1--11 
, point. Rollins., ~bo· tee~s that 104. and 1107 are . "a weak· .. ' ,~ . ·~. ,u 
, 
·-
.. ': 
-. ..... ' .. ... . 
prop to support so strong a burden as tbe dating'' agrees. 
with M. J. Wolff, who argues that in the "three ye~;rit of'_ 
-- -----. -· 
' ~ ~-· ; ' 
/::,......,• 
Y?:· . 
~------ .--··-···- .. --
-
--
. 
. 104, as elsewhere, Shakespeare was dealing in ·a Petrarchan 
nu26 mannerismo Then, as Mar>tin Seymour-Smith sugge.-sts-,-- -- ------~ 
although tbe poet may say or imply that he has known the 
Friend for th~ee years (and this is open to question), -
it 11does not prove tbat be bad been writing sonnets to 
' .. 
' - .... ~ - •• , , ____ ,,·-·· •• "---- _ _..._ --~~ --
- I; • 
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· · , •, 27 bim for three years. 11 
. , _ 
The reasonable limit to the date of the Sonnets 
seems t·o be 1599, mainly be clause 138 and 144 were pub-
lished in tbat year in Tbe Passionate ef:ilgrim; because 
Meres i Pailadis Tamia was publisb,ed in 1598, and many 
people feel tbat he must have read some, if not most, of. 
~ them by.then; and because in the ten years after Sidney's 
Astropbel and Stella in 1591, approximately twenty other 
· 28 sonnet sequences ti'ere published. This late a date does 
seem unlikely, however. In the words of J.M. Robertson, 
"it is an obvious improbability that the man who wrote 
hundreds of stanzas in 1592-3, and sonnets and quatrains 
\••, ..... 
in early plays, would shun private sonneteering until ., 
1598.1129 
- -
- . - ~ - - - -- . 
( 
- - ·- ----- -----· _.: ____ _ _ .. _ - ------ - --
Perhaps the best solution to tbe problem or tbe 
' 
-~ 
() date of the Sonnets is Rollins 1 ''average" of previous . 
"guesses," whiob he says points to the middle of 1593 
• • • • t • ' 
· as the beginning and mid-1599 · as tbe end. 30 When serious, 
however, be writes ~ha~ 111n .tb~ .past .. and at present sueb · .. 
a aolution [as determining the date of the Sonnets] bas 
. 
. . .., 
- ~ 
. 31 been and remains an· idle dream. 11 Not i-aanting to be an 
idle dreamer, I will propose no startling new ~-~te; nor · 
will I endorse·--any old one. -A .brief look at similar 
events in ·Elizabethan 11 terary history may show that an 
. ., early date is not unlikely,· however. One t s work need not 
bave gone to the press; like Dr. Johnson·'&:, while tbe ink 
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was drying.· Donne's love poetry, tor example, remained 
unprinted for almost rorty years and was widely known·in 
. 32 
t}le interim, and ~s1dney• s Aa~~~OR,.Q~l, and -Stella 1i_~_ a ---
---=-------~---r----1 
~-----'---~~·---------
similar case. This work, wbioh was probably written 
between 1575 and 1583, was published withou~ Sidney's 
consent in 1591!1 and in an improved edition in 1598~33 
-
Furthermore, in regard to Meres• 1598 ··reference, it would 
.. 
seem, as R.H. Darby states, that "it must bave required 
iv 
a little time for Shakespeare's •suga.;r•d sonnets' to get 
around among bis 'private friends' by tbe--'slow process ot 
manuscript circulation. 11 34 If Meres bad been one.of 
Sbakespeare 1 s private friends (and there is no record 
that be was), be would bav~~-se~ii them relatively soon, 
but if not, as may be the case, it would have taken some-
' ...... ,,. .. 
'. .. - -· -~,- ·c-;- what longer.35 In view of these points, an9 the belief . - - - . ---·- -----.------ ~-- ·-- ···-·-
-'-~~-, 
' 
that be would have bad to have a significant knowiedge ot 
the Sonne·ts to have been so speoi.fically lavish in praise, 
it would -seem to indioate rather an earlier than a later 
. ,. . . -~ -· . '\, . ,.. '~ .~ ,... -"' .. 
. _,_ period-"'.'or at least that an early date. is -less 'Qnlikely-
•., 
. 
. '1-, 
i. 
r . 
. ~ . 
", 
than a late one. 
One otber textual ·problem-.\needs to be examined 
before dealing witb tbe specifics of the "story. 11 How 
r 
sound is the 1609 text? If it bad been proorread and 
-I 
-approved by Shakespeare, it would have obviously high 
•uthori ty. 36 If not, its authority may be suspect along 
, ~ I 
with any theories based o~ 1 t. This problem leads us to 
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' 1 
consider tbe origin of· the printer's copJ. It also leads.· 
us to the only area of this problem on which I rind no 
\ 
disagree~ent wQr_tby_ of conside:ration~-tbe 1denti ty or the 
u, 
printer whose initials are used as signature to the dedf-· 
____ ,,..: ___ ._______________________ _ ·------ cc ... C •• --~~~~~-
ca tion of the 1609 ~xt. "T-~- T. ,.- is accepted as the 
initialed signature of Thomas Thorpe by everyone except 
a tew Anti-Stratfordians (who have no place here) and 
another lesser-known comm.entator or two. As has been 
-· ---
pointed out many times, the Stationers' Register shows 
that ''T. Thorpe" was granted authority- to publis_b tbe 
text. 
The entire dedication page of -ebe Quarto ·ot 1609 
is as follows: 37 . 
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TO.THE.ONLIE.BEGETTER.OF. 
THESE.INSVINGaSONNETS. 
Mr. W. H. ALL o IU.PPINESSE. 
AND.THAT.ETERNITIE. 
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. . BY. ' . -. . ,: .• . 
OVR.EV.ERLIVING.POET. 
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The word tbat creates the problem·of textual authority 
( and complicates the prob·lem of the 1dent1 ty of the 
c"Jrriend") is ''begetter. 11 The ttrlO critical camps are the 
\ 
- -·- --· .. ~ - - ·----- --- -
\~ 
"inspir~JP0~ g~oup and the "gatherer" group. If w. H. 
, / i I 
inspired the Sonnets, then-tbJw.---..~~iend in tbe 11 stori~~ bas 
-
the same initials. He may also have supplied the copy, 
in which case tbe text would have high authority. Tbat 
w. H. inspired the Sonnets and provided them to the 
' "' .... 
printer is the ·more popular view of the two (probably 
( because it. adds a ·seeming--ly strong bit of 11 evidence" to 
the case for the Friend). If W. H. simply gatqered. the 
Sonnets and supplied them to Thorpe, the text loses some 
of its author~ty. Needless to say~ theoris~s are vir-
tually .forced to back the ~ '"inspirer~' view. John Dover 
• 
... 
Wilson goes as far as to say that the supplier "must have 
been one or three persons":· _Shakespeare, tbe Friend, or 
the Dark Lady. (He chose the lady because "it is in-
credible that either Shake~peare or tbe Friend could ever 
.. have countenance.d the publication of t-be liaison sonnets 
or t-bose of Section II-0 91 Furtt;lermore, be goes on, 11 it 
' 
looks ••• as it she had come to realize some years 
·--'------e-arl±e·r----tbat these poems-· of her --e1d-er 1-over- might --be·ti-o 
I 
- i 
,- .. 
' ' 
~. . '. ., 
___ --~--~-----·· a source of profit,'' ana· 11 tbus, either becau_se she was in 
want of money in 1609-or because she had been got at by 
}, ,, 
the smart young stationer Thorpe who somehow learned ot 
her board, a barga1n"w~s stl'llck, ~~d be was allowed to 
- ·n. _J 
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· beg, borrow, or transcribe the Sonnets. 1138) I must point 
out that if Merea l:Ias correct in saying that the Sonnets 
-were circul~ted among Shakespeare 1 s friends, ·any number 
of people--many no doubt completely unknown (in chain-
- - -·-· ' - --- .. - - . -- -
- - ·' -4..'"'f .. =.,L>O'O· ......... ~ ... ,-........... ----~ ....... --!.---
,. . 
... 
·1etter fashion) to Shakespeare--could have copied them 
and passed them to Thorpe. That there are misprints 
would tend to support a view that provides a oopy rather 
than an original manuscript for the printer. The more 
bands there are between the poet and the printer, the 
more opportunities for error there are. Chambers states 
that there are "sufficient misprints ••• to make it 
clear that the volume cannot have been overseen • ~ • -by· 
Shakespeare. The absence of' any author's epistle is a 
i'urtber indication of this. 1139 It is possible, of' course, 
- - -- --------~~--~ 
•• -, .J 
' 
- - ·- - ·------- .. ·. - · .. · ·- --- . ----
that an original manuscript may have been used without 
Shakespeare's having overseen the printing, but this is 
about as unlikely as any otber theory about tbe printer• s 
copy. · .. 
- ·, -
-~---- ··- . ~-. ----~ _.- ~--r ::, ___ ... · ... :,_ • .. . • · . ·:·~o:Llin~ '· PQ'i ~1Qn on ~be .. sub j,e~. o.t t.~e. _ ~~die_,-tio_n .. ., . • , • • .' -•, '.'.'~':. ~.a_.;.,.•" " '-· ~ 
is 'tbat: 
.... ,,.-,.,._,. 
. ' 
· Plausib111t! seems to me on the side of B. F. . . . 
Carpente~ ['Shakespeare's Sonnets: To Whom 
·---~-~~--· -----»edicated?n Catbol1e·-lf1orl.dD 1918 9 · C}VI~ -·507]--,------------~·· ··:__:.__· ·:......:..._·-:....c._· ----' 
I. 
' 
who trY~i t®s that· tbs sonnet·a t1i1©r® not dedicated 
by Shake':srp®ar(S to anybody 9 nobl® 1·ord or com-
monaJs}~ or ~nybody els~: o o o they tY®x'D~ never 
dedi@~tad to ~ny nobl® lord by anybody; • • •. · 
· • .. man n~me. d Tbox,pe de~ica:ted tbem ·-to one ~f' bia 
own personal frie11ds. 40 · . -
However, as pointe·d out earl.ier, · moat theorists requ:ll'e ...... 
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that w. H. be the initi&l!~~~·ot. tbe Fri~nd, and perhaps it 
. 
is -better th.at way. I.f they did not have a set o=r ini- · 
tials to limit their- search area, the effect would be a 
~-- ·------------ -
· cri tioal Pandora I s Box wi tb an· unlimi·ted1 numbel': ·of· 
- candidates. 
For tbe moment, tben. let us concern ourseJ.ves 
.. with W. H. only as the :e~ovider of tbe Sonnets., becaua• 
the two men most often said .to be the real W. H. William 
Herbert, Tbird Earl or Pembroke, and Henry Wriotbesley, 
Third ~rl ot Southampton) are more approp~i,ately con-
) 
., . 
f, ,, • 
sidered in reference to tbe Friend.· For two calm cen-
turies, no one said a word in print about-bis identity. 
Then George Chalmers started it all in 1799 by publicly 
expressing interest and conceI'll for .tbe name and role of 
"Mr w. H.n4l No answer has been completely satisfactory. 
On tbe basis of Thorpe's dedication, Forsyth, in 
1867, suggested that "TO.Mr. W.H. ALL,HAPPINESSE." should 
·- .. 
be read as "To Mr Tri.Hall, Happiness." · He was "unable, as __ _:_· _ 
yet, to identify any Mr. W. Hall amongst the friends of 
" I • ., 
., ' I 
•• , •• ,t 
. . . 
:, ' ·• ... • "" ' '• 0 • • • .. ~ ~ ~ • r O • ; ' • • ' . 
SbakSpere."42 Later, one William Hall was discovered to 
._ .•. ,.:_ -·-.;..., ... __ M,.-• '•-•"' 
. 
' • 1l'. I 
,•, 
• I 
bave joined the Stationer~~- Company in 1584, and be in-
berited the mantle. His qualifications seem bal'Dlless 
enough at first until one considers with c. K. Poo1er 
· that "it seems strange that he· did ·not print and Publish· 
the Sonnets bimselr, be had a press at the t1me.n43 He 
bad the chance to make much more money by printing tbem 
· . .; . ' ," 
. 
., 
··---·,···----·---- ·----~-
' .. , 
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' '.l 
. '~. 
·-·-himselt--assuming one accepts this combination of conjec-
ture and accident that n&T10d bim in tbe first place. 
Perhaps the major candidate is William Hervey 
' -(Harvey), second husband to the Earl of Southampton• s 
., 
-· ....... - --- -'-·-- -·- .. --· ------- -- -
mother, and naturally ttrer .favori ts of those wbci .favor ---- - ----- -
Southampton as the Friend. He was :first proposed by 
Gerald Massey, also · in 1867 .~ F'urthermo:re, be made the · 
first known_ written reference to The RaRe of Lucrece in 
. 45 
1594. Hotson•s contribution bas dampened enthusiasm 
tor this W. H. somewhat. ''How, 11 be asks., ''could anyone 
seriously expect us to believe that the publisher's 
d"edication [to] t'fr W., H. could possibly be taken as 
addressed ·to a right honorable peer of the realm? 
• • • 
tor a Jacobean publisher, seeking a gift of money from 
the dedicatee--utterly unthinkab1eoii46 ·Mal"io Praz Will 
give us a good excuse for keeping Hervey·as our Wo H. 1£ 
,.; 
we, as be do_es, wi·ll "confess to a partiali~or tbe 
picture of the widowed husband, [Hervey] roaming~about in 
. . , 
the emp·ty house and ~inding 9 among· dusty .family papers, 
\.._ : - . ,- . ·, . . .. -· \ .:· . ~ ... -.. _, ~ 
-~-· ------
e' 
\ . 
1Sbakespeare•s Sonnets•: it is so delightfully Vic-
. torian. n47 
. One theory is as pure as any theory can get because 
even the candidate is theoretical. -· In his 1780 edition, 
Malone suggests that the word "Hews" (capitalized and 
. ' 
italicized· in 1609 in Sonnet 20) may be the last name of. 
the Friend., b,ut be offers no· one ot that name as a 
. . "\I ' . 
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• 
• 
poss1b111 ty. Tbe idea compounde~ 1 tselt beyond belief 
until Sir Robert(Rice in 1924 bas "Hughes" a musiciaii ot 
. 48 ~great refutation ••.• tbe Padere~1ski of the period." 
Oscar Wilde bad a bit or fun witb this theory whsn he 
wrote 11 Tbe Portrait of Mr W. H., 11 in which he created a 
very beautiful boy actor nam.ed Willie Hughes who played 
women's parts so well that Sh~kespeare fell in love with .. , 49 
.. him. Tbe most pathetically runny aspect of the entire 
body of' Sonnet Hstory" criticism is that far too many 
critics have taken this. work of fiction to be a serious 
tbeor1. Had Malone and everyone following him but taken 
. 
- the time to check the 1609 Quarto, they would have found 
no less than fifteen otbar i1ozads capitalized and itali-
cized-~not including tbe nine examples of mythological 
. 50 names and tbe ten Will 1 s1 
Another strange theory, which was advanced by D. · 
B·arnstorff', in his words~ 11 simply as a guess'' in 1862, 
has w. H. meaning "William Himself. 11 Tbe followers of 
. this theory, s_ays Rollins, ar~ mor~ numerous·., than tbEJ •• ·- • .., > 
l.,;J 
ordinary contemptuous references would indicate.51 It 
may be bard to believe ~bat as late as 1963, J.M. 
Nosworthy continued to embe111·sb this myth. 11W. H. n be 
·----~~-~;eves could have been a misprint for either "W. s. n 
or i'or "W. SH. 11 Strangely e~ougb, he dismisses the pos-
• 
s1bility of its being intended to mean 11H. w.tt (for Henry· 
Wriothesley)., but tbis transposition, given the standard 
' . 
• !' 
1 
• I 
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22 
printing practice.or setting a· line of type in ·tbe up-aide-
down position, seems at least as likely. Nevertbeleas, be 
· ~ recom.mends emendation because even ''if it ip wrong, no 
great harm will have been done [s] n52 
' 
One final theory should be mentioned before leaving 
this·~for other entertainment: that wbicb centers on Henry 
Willobie, wbo may or may not have written Willobie his 
Avisa, a poem registered with· the Stationers in 1594. 
The commendatory verse contains the first known literary 
reference to Shakespeare by nama.53 Tbe theory derives 
from tbe fact that one of the characters in Willobia his 
}A:v.i?sa is "W. s. 11 and deals in the poem wi.tb a character 
called .both ''H. W. 11 and 11Henry Willobie. 11 This juxta-
position of almost the same two sets or initials as are 
connected with Shakespeare's Sonnets bas prompted some 
critics to see "W.- s." as William Shakespeare, and "H. W.'' 
as Heney W:riotbesley. Canto XLIIII shows nH. W." asking 
"W. s." f'or comfort in his hot desire for "A" (Avisa}. 
- - _____ ...----==t=----·- -
t} 
., 
_: /·-·-· .. - IIW. Se II takes 11pleasure for a tyme to see him bleed., & ill · ·· ·· · ': · i 
st.eed of stopping the issue, be inlargetb tbe wound. tJ . 
• • • 
1154 Then be helps "H. W. i! with nA.," and the suit 
.. 
1'------~---is_. __ singularly unsuccessful: s_b_e __ .r_e_mains. faitb1'ul to her · -
I 
I 
·--'----~--busbancl.,--and- -''W. s. 11 is neitbe-r mentioned ·nor-·alll:tded ~to-: 
. .' b I I 
-·-::-:-·-
·-~· ----·-----·--·-·--
for tbe rest ot the poem. Thia. is very di.ff~rent from 
~·. 
'<I 
·1 
i 
i 
t· 
I 
! the ·sonriet "story" indeed., but · those who see a parallel 
. I 
between Willobie bis Avisa and Sbakespeare•s Sonnets never 
. ~ . 
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I 
·•_: ... : 
discuss this dirrerence. 
Finally, this Canto is signed 11H. · w." Is tbis also 
Henry Wriotbesley? Then be wrote Willobie his Avisa? In 
' 
' .-
188 o, Grosart decided tbat the auttic,i~v s name was Henry 
. Willobie and that he was writing under the pseudonym of 
·HadP-ian Dorrell ( tbe name of the man who signed the two 
dedicatory epistles and claimed to have gotten the poem 
from Willobie)o55 The clear absurdity of tbe suggestion 
that a writer would use a pen name and then give the main 
character his real name should be enough to end specula-
tion on this subject. It should be noted, however, tbat 
there were other known Elizabethans with the initials 
"W. s. 11 in addition to William Shakespeare. Sir Sidney 
Lee mentions Wentworth Smith, a dramati·st, and William .. 
· - · 56 · Smith, a writer of ~onnets. · Two other members of 
Sbakespeare 1 s King's Company may be added: William Slye 
and William Stracbey. But .let us not commit the same 
serious error of trying to find real~li~e names to fit 
tbese initials which may :t>e as fictional or misle•ding . 
as those of the Sonnets. 
Tbe evidence in tbe case of Willobie bis Avisa is 
not strong enough to float any theory concerning the 
I . 
. , I 
, ........... ---·--·---------1 
identities of the characters of' its 91t1n. nstory, 11 let 
·~ 
' ' 
-- alone in. that1 of tbe Sonnets. Indeed 9 all the theorizing 
· about. tbe identity o:r Mr W. H. is but clutching a-t straws;~--; 
in view of tbe complete lack of external evidence on tbe 
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subject. Any (attempt to make bim tbe Friend, tben, ·· is 
· even more dangerous~Snd many CI"itics stay out of the · 
mainstream by not cho·osing any candidate for either 
Inspirer or Gatberer-; 
I 
' !---~-
* * * 
(J 
-
' •
...,_. 
Once decisions have been made on e~cb of the above 
governing conditions, tbe interpreter may p7eed t~ cast 
hi~ drama. Three roles must be filled, and there are 
candidates aplenty. Tbe leading· role is that of tbe 
,. 
,\ 
t 
Fri.end. He is generally considered to be a nobleman be-
cause of the poet 9 s deferential tone 9 because of'.\ the 
importance placed upon bis producing an heir, because 0£ 
the rivalry of poets for bis patronage, and because ot -
'--the several ref~ences to wealth and position as in Son-
57 
'nets 36, 37, and 41. Aside from theories which allow 
no male, or indeed no real per-son at all, bebind tbe 
., 
Sonnet character, the only dissension is James B_osw~ll '..11 .. . -__ · .. 
' 
., 
that tbe tone of "fondling expressionw is "better suited 
to a I cocker• d Silken wanton•'' than to a nobleman.58 Let 
me briefly examine the candi-dates ~or ea-cb role witb,, re--- -
gard to tbe factors affecting their fitness. 
Probably the most likely, contender tor tbe role ot 
·, 
-Pl'iend is Henry Wriotbesley •. His earliest support came 
. .from Nathan Drake in 1817. 59 . His latest came from A. L • 
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.· · . · 60 · 
Rowse in 1964.. · Born on 6 9ctober 1573, be be·came Earl 
ot Southampton in 1581. In the early 1590 1 s, an attempt 
was made to marry bim to Lady Elizabeth Vere, which be 
i . 
I 
. ' 
·-.~---resistedD becoming involved wYitb Elizabeth Vernon in 159$ 
.. 
' 
. - i 
., . d-·-
1... . .... 
·":": ~-
,-·. 
. ' 
.'I.. 
-··-- --, ~;--- - - --=--·-·· 
and marrying her in 1597 only two months before she gave 
birth to their child. Having thus aroused the displeasure 
of the Queen» be spent some time in prison for his amorous 
activity. Devoted to the Earl of Essex~ he accompanied 
him to the Azores in 1597, to Ireland in 1599, and un-
:r-ortunately into rebellion and a death sentence in 1601. 
61 He was released PY Jmnes I in 1603 and ;died in 1624. 
His proponents urge bis rJnk, bis aborted marriage plans 
with Lady Elizabeth., his acknowledged patronage in Venus 
and Adonis and ~h~ Ral?,!! of Lucrece, -and echoes o:f Venus 
62 
and Adoni~ 163-174 in Sonnets 1-17. Massey adds that. 
~in the dcsdication of Venus and Adonis., 11Shakespeare him.- 0 
, sel.f tells us that [his] past., present, and .tuture work 
was wholly and solely devoted" to SoutbB.lllpton .. 63 I find 
it bard to accept this attribution of prophetic fore-
" ' .• , .1.- - .,_ ••• ·--'-: •• - ... : --~· -.-; .;.__, •••• - - " ..... '.,. - ' 
l,' . 
knowledge to Shakespeare. Seymour-Smith counters Mas-
sey's argument by saying that Sonnet 78 refers not to a 
patron as one written ro~9 but only to a person written 
· .. 64 \ 
abouto One weird twist to the Southam.pton theory is 
Leon Rostenberg's fantasy that John Florio, who was 
,' 
Sbakespeare 1 s·"enemy" (no proof :for this either), "be-
-
. 
trayed" Southampton by revealing to Thorpe tbe Sonnets 
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· intact in manuscript or a transcript tber8.from. 65 
Hardin Craig, for reasons given above, calls)tbis· 
1dent11'1ca tion ot Sou tbampton as Friend 11 in every iiay 
· . 66 
worthy_ of credence.'' Otberwise;- the arguments against 
bim are strong indeed--except tor Hotson•s ad'hominem 
attack wberein he calls Southampton 11 that vain, fan-
tastical, amorous, and hare-brained young sprout of the· 
. 67 
New Nobilityo" Wilson can find no evidence that be bad 
any de~lings witb Shakespeare after 1594. 68 (I feel 
.'\....jl 
honor-bound to point out tbat some candidates had no 
"\' 
. evident dealings with him at all.) Boswell cannot be-• I I . .· , 
_.,,. lieve that,· in view of rank and class distinctions 
practised at tbe time., Shakespeare ''in a comparatively 
bumble situation of life, would have presumed. to employ 
terms of such familia~ity • • • when writing to a dis-
. tinguished nobleman., bis pa.tron., or would have ventured •• "I': ,. 
to remonstrate with him on a topick which an equal would 
sca'ltcely have found himself at liberty to toucb upon. 069 
Chambers expects but does not see "some bints in the J,_."'---:--4'~ - ,._.... ._:__ ... .11_-. ~ :-·~, .. ~·. I., - ·~. ~-
· sonnets of tbe major interests of Southampton's early 
11.fe: bis military ~bitions, bis comradeship with Essex, 
the roma~_ce [sic] of bis marriage. There are none. u 70 
F. S. Boa~ asks boti' Henry could 11be spoken o-r over and 
. 
over again as 1w111 1 .u7l (Soutbamptonites answer that 
ttw·111" refers only to tbe poet.) . Other arguments offered 
by numerous critics are tbat the initials "W •. H." are 
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. reversed in.Southampton's name; tbat be was not a ''Mr"; 
· and that at any rat·e a dedication to him by Thorpe is 
questionable, especially in the form used (more on this 
point shortly) • The only real dooumen 't:ary connection be-
tween Shakespeare and Southampton consists of tbe two 
dedications arorementioned~-slim evidence indeed. 
The other main contender is William Herbert, Earl 
of Pembroke. Born 8 April 1580, he was tutored by Samuel 
Daniel, attended Oxford ror two years from 1593 to 1595, 
and b~c,ame E@;r_i in_ lc,Ol~ ____ M_arriage_ plans~ __ we_r_e_~mada __ f_~r~·· ---- -
him and broken twice: in 1595 to Elizabeth Carey, and 
in 1597 to Lady Bridget Vere. In 1601, be bad a child by 
Mary Fitton (a mai.d of honor to Elizabeth's court), but 
refused to marry her, for which he too was briefly im-
prisoned. He was married in 1604 to Lady Mary Talbot, 
later became Lord Chamberlain under James I~ and died in 
.--
~ • I, 
•,' . .- ' 
.. 
...... ,., ..... _ ..... 
. 1630. 72 His olaim was .first put. forward surprisingly : .... - _-_--· _ __:___~~- _ ·· · 
. 
late (1832) by James Boaden. There are many points in 
bis favor., and be bas many champions. 
. '•, . 
. 
His given name. 
.. 
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is W1111am1 (a reference to tbe nw111" of Sonnets 135, 
136, and 143, which sat1s:f1es only those. who s~e a 
' . 
· -, reference to both poet and Friend·). He was wealthy and C 
· high-born., had not one but ttao marriages forced on him, 
. . 
·; •:" '·. . ,. 
was handsome and bad a way with the ladies, and later saw 
' the First Folio of Shakespe .. art, 1 s plays dedicated- to him 
·- - '' . -----··' .. _ '--·--
wbile :Southampton, Sbake·speare I s only known patron, was .. 
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still alive. In this de.dication, reference is made to 
Herber·t, s having treated tttheir author living, with so 
much tavor,"·with the wish that be will "use the like 
' 
indulgence towards them [as] -you hsVe d0ii8 ufrto their · -
parent. 11 Of the Sonnets., Boaden goes so far as to say 
that 0 it is probable the Earl sanctioned their p·ublica-
- 73 tion in 1609 under his untitled initials." 
) The arguments against the Pembroke theory are as 
follows: Pembroke was a Lord from birth, never a "Mr" 
as in tbe dedication; the "Will" in the Sonnets applies 
only to tbe poet. The reason Pembroke was chosen over 
.... 1 
28 
Southampton for the Folio dedication was that he was Lord 
-ctramoer-i-a1n~~1n--1623 and tbererore nexercised supreme 
authority in -theatrical affairs.n74 Certainly he, as 
. ~ ( 
Chamberlain, was in tbe be$t possible position to treat 
Heminges and Condell with nravor, '' and they· dedicated tbe>P 
Folio to him, not Shakespeare. (It should be noted here 
f 
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that dating always plays a vital role in these determina-
tions. For example, i'f Hotson 1 s dating is correct, Pem-· . 
. . ~-- - ..:.. ··- -· - ... . ~ . ' ... . . . 
- I 
broke is out of the running automatically because o~ bis 
.. 
' 
age. Or if they,were written at any· time be:fore 1595, he 
is out because· bis marriagas w®re planned in 1595 and 
1591. 75) I11.!lnY case, he came to Court as late as 1598, 
making it improbable that Shakespeare met, berrien~ed, 
and loved him., then experienced the "story" in time for 
Sonnet 144 ( "Two Loves Have I") to be written and printed 
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in 1599. 
76~ 
Furthermore, as Dick Taylor so convincingly 
. argues, Pembroke ts marriage plans failed not because· he· 
. . 
· was reluctant, as is th~ youth of 1-17, but because his 
---~~- __ .t&tber was not satisfied with tbe dowries being offered. 77 
.··: • Y' 
I ·,• •• 
As soon as Herbert bimselr was in control, be did marry--
and quite well. 
Finally, there is tbe pivotal dedication to "M~ W. 
H.• Several critics point out that two otber dedications 
signed by Thorpe (in 1609 and 1610) are quite humbly in-
scribed to Lord William, Earl of' Pembroke "with all his 
titles displayed •1178 There is simply no comparison be-
tween their abject humility and the easy familiarity ot 
the one to "Mr w. H.," making the dedication almost 
totally inadmissable as e_vidence for tbe Pembroke case. 
·I~ the Pembroke theory also there are but two 
documentary connections with Shakespeare. Shakespeare, 
..... 
with bis company, played at bis residence in 1603, and 
the First Folio was-dedicated to bim~ Here it should be 
noted that the same company played at other residen9es~ 
:.,-~ ····~.-~ - -~ ~• ~ ..... ,_ . -!"""' -..., - ··--" -·. l • "' ' ·--
· and the Folio was dedicated n~t by Shakespeare but by his 
friends, Heminge and Condell. 
• • I 
Again, tbe real evidence 
is very slim. 
-------··-· ---···---···-·----~------ ---··· ~ 
. . 
scholar than George Lyman Kittredge bas a.aid of both Pan-
broke and Southampton that nnei ther case_ i._fJ\ at all demon-
s· 80 
strated or demonstrable," the two still gain converts. 
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As· a matter of tact, no less than ten critics, and one as· 
recently as 1941, have endorsed as patron and Frie~d both 
81 Pembroke and s·outbampton simultaneouslyl 
Regardless of the ''real" 1dent1 ty of: the Friend, 
-
tbe question of the -physical nature of their relationship 
is raised often enough to warrant mention at this time. 
Most possible answers have been proposed, with no modern 
consensus. Leslie Fiedler sees it as more than "friend-
ship"; H. McClure Young, who promises na revelation of 
the vulgar, naked truth, 11 concludes that Shakespeare was 
quite normally heterosexual; and the reasonable Edward 
Hubler thinks that 11 tbe charge ot homosexual~ty can 
neither be proved nor disproved- on the available evidence, 
but the balance of'probabilities discredits it. rr 82 I find 
I 
myself most fn accord-with Hubler on this point not only 
b~cause Shakespeare himself was married and urged the 
. . ~ 
youth of 1-17 to marry; not only b,!cause, regardless of 
-
bow one sees tbe "story," the two are shown in at least 
half the Sonnets ,in serious.competition (to tb~. brea,k~ng .· 
· point, in ract) for the physical charms of a woman; but 
because ·he makes the point ine~capably clear in Sonnet 20 
tba t II since [Na tur!] prick' d [bi1:!} out for women's 
. ··"• , .. : '· 
pleasure, / Mine be tby love., ·and thy_ love' s use their 
treasure. •1. (Of course, tbis argument is made on the 
assumption that there is some autobiograp~ical element--
' 
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· Tbe· final role to be f11led is tbat ot the ''dark · ·i 
lady11 who completes tbe triangle. This is the most dit'-
ficult problem for the crit~~s to so~ve=~even the intrepid 
... -·-.-~~.,. -· --"· 
----"-~-___,,_ ____________ ., . 
Rowse., wbo bas solved "for tbe tirst time., and definitely, 
. . 
-· the problem of the Sonnets, 11 admits several times in his 
c, 8 
works that the problem of her identity is insolvable. 3 
In tbe first place, tb~re are many who will not even 
· 84 acknowledge her presence in the Sonnets. Then there is 
the old problem of what the Sonnets themselves tell us. 
According to Rollins., "every sonnet in the sequence bas 
by various persons .. -been applied to the dark woman, and 
85 V ber connection with every one bas been denied." Never-
theless, the guesses have been made and the positions 
stated.. Chalmers started it 1n 1797 by suggesting that 
all 154 were addressed to Queen Elizabetb. 86 Sbe would 
have been sixty years old, however., 1£ that makes any 
difference. 
~ 
. . Mary Fitton, who w-s at court from 1595 and is 
- known to have been Herbert's mistress in 1600, 1·s one of. · · 
~ .-, ... M·- :..; '-·-· .. - - -~_._I • . 
the strongest contenders, but bar star ·bas been on the 
, .
. ' ........ -r. : ••• - ..... ·-· ~-···~ ·:- ., ..... ' . .' 
deelirie since it was pointed out that she was. not dark 
but .fair. 87 · ~rtbennore, the Dark Lady is thought to 
have been married ·(".forsworn," she broke her 1•bed-vown 
in 152~-althougb it is debatable whether this means 
marriage· specifically). Mary Fitton did not marry until. 
1607.88 A ·pity, because'sbe bad the right reputation, 
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) 
baving borne, in add1 tion to Herbert's cbil.d, two .by Sil?. 
- 89 Richard Leveson. If he could not bave Mary Fitton, 
G •.. A. Taylor would have been satisfied with her sister 
---~ 
. 
. 
·- 90 Anne, but neither of them is seriously considered in 
later theories. Besides., they can apply only to the 
Pembroke version. 
Inasmuch as·the dramatist Sir William Davenant was 
known to have hinted that he was really Shakespeare's son, 
bis mother Mrs Jane Davenant has been considered, but not 
seriously. Wilson reminds us tbat William was born in 
1606, and considers this contrary evidence~ and Alfred 
· Harbage awards this theory a footnote~ cal11ng it. !!• 
"chimerical. • 91 ' 
Shakespea·re' s wife, Anne Hathaway :s~akespeare., has. 
also been suggested (by William Oldys in 1691) but not 
. seriously considered. In light of._ some of the otbel' 
proposals~ this .is quite surprising. Certainly a case 
could bave been made out for b.er. 92 
One other mor·e-or-less plausible candidate who bas 
-------- -
•· •·•,-·· .--' ··---- ._..,.,_ .... ~= .,,.~ _a ....... ~,--,·· 
" " •.. -· .... ··=---:~ :; ............. ,. ·-· - ' . ' 
not met with favor 1s Mrs Jacqueline Field, wife of 
Richard, tba printer f'rom Str~tford. 93 :She is proposed. 
because she was ot a social class Shakespeare could visit 
-often enough to suit the conditions. of 128; sbe was mar-
. 
riecf; and Shakespeare did know Richard, and through him, 
presumably his wife. Of course,· tbis theory too is con-
jecture. 
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Other strange theories include s~cb candidates as 
an Italian woman Shakespeare met either llhile in Italy 
or at.oourt;94 a Negro prostitute named Lucy Negro; 95 and 
"Wine'' in J. F. Forbis' allegory on Sbakespeare•s dip-
somania.96 
· · 
Tben __ sbe may be, as Baldwin rather convincingly 
argues, "wholly. a 11 terary fiction'' because nthe literai,y 
genesis and evolution of the woman is so detailed, so 
intricate, and so purely 11 terary tha~_-\lif'e can hardly 
,_ .·.,:. :1tr 
have coincided completely with the 11 terary pattern. n97 
Along this line, Henry Brown saw her as inspired by Lady 
Rieb (Penelope Devereux), witb Shakespeare satirizing 
Sidney's Stella Sonnets. 98 And Wol:t'f thinks that tbe 
sonnets 127-152 are anti-Petrarcban; tbat tbe woman 
...._, 
embodies Amor Sensuale and is shown to be inferior to men; 
and that although she uprobably existed, 11 Shakespeare's _ 
account of her affair with ·bis friend "is an unfortunate 
intrusion of dramatic elements into a lyrical poem.u99 
.· 
' 
.... 
,. 
~, .... Neve~tbeless, a reasonable sear~lber. should admit _tt.,at :PQ . -··----· -.-·-·. ,_., .... -·--- ___ _ - _,,. -.. ' -·~ ~ .. - .- ~ - . " ' . . ., .... 
· .. '. . . 
.. 
· theory is strongly enough supported to ·deserve aeceptanc·e. C 
It does sound all too orderly, really: Dark as anti-
thetical to _ _y the Elizabethan idealized standard of beau~y 
becomes the antithesis of the idealized standard of 
\ 
morality and is vitally antithetical to the purity_ana 
fair beauty of the Friend.· 
Tbe question of tbe ·1dentity of tbe Rival Poet 
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brings forth at least as mucb controversy and tar, tar 
more candidates. Again here the problem is tbe almost 
total- lack of clear identi.fication in tbe Sonnets them-
selves. Virtually e_very single critic wi tb a eandi-aate-· 
to propose offers for his candidate the same set of proofs • 
Strangely enough, each of the ·candidates seems to satisfy 
. -
most, if not all, of tbe basic···oriteria of the Sonnets: 
that the Rival wrote verse with 11 proud full sail" (eon-
-net 86), was "learned" (Sonnet 78), was a "better spirit" 
who wrote to tb~ Frir1d ( Sonnet 80) , and was somehow 
associated with "spirits" and "compeers by night" who 
"nightly gulled him i1i th ;~telligence'' and enabled him 
to "write above a mortal pi tcb 11 ( Sonnet 86.). Every 
... 
- critic also .finds many specii'ic allusions in the Sonnets 
to bis candidate or bis work. Finally nea~ly every one 
of them sees stylistic ~nd thematic parallels between 
the Sonnets of Shakespea~e and the poetry of the can-
didate.100 It is my intention not to repeat all of the 
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eitber.uniqbe·individual claims or particularly important 
ones. 
Barnabe Barnes, wbo fits tbe. Southampton ·t~eory~ 
bas many .followers -mainly because be 1,1rote a sonnet in 
~--, 
praise _of_.:..S.oU..t_bampton' s eyes .and ''virtues" ·and was con-
~idered great by bis peers, qual11'ying as,a "better 
apiri t •. nlOl 
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George Chapman is one ~f tbe candidates ·most 
. . 
strongly associated with tbe apirits·and overtones ot 
black magic o:f Sonnet 86, a strong argument being hia 
having written Shado~Y of N:t_ght. His Homer is seen as the o_ 
verse or high quality and contained sonnets in de~ication 
to both Pembroke and Southampton. He is the most popular -
candidate by fara 102 
-Geoffxaf8I Chaucer was -once proposed in a presenta-
tion that ranges only from questionab1e to nonsensical. 
Based on analogous plots and some general similarities 
between the :Sonnets and the first part ( only) of the 
v' 
Roman de la Ros®$) this un-story approach sees Chaucer as 
the Rival only when Shakespeare refers to an inspiration. 
When he i~ being bitter, ironical, and 11 teral, ·sbake-
speare refers to T. Speg.bt, the editor of Chaucer, called 
" 
. by Hubert Ord a 1111 terary character. ul03. 
~ 
.. ,,. - -- .. -- '.• ·~ - .... - . - - . - .. , .. 
. ·'• ... ' . - . -
.. 
'~' : :,I - '' ' ' \ ' ': ~· ' ', ' ' 
Samuel Daniel is one of tbe more p·opular candida.tes. 
""''1 . 
. ... He was raised at Wilton, tba Pembrokesn seat; he dedicated 
his Defense or Rime to Pembroke; be lived among astrolo-
gers, having indeed one Dr Dee in common with Pembroke. 
-
He is consider'9d a n•better11 spirit more for his learntng 
than for his genius, however.104 ( 
. Dante, whose Q&ndidacy is surely a 11 terary boax 
and J very good one, was proposed in a three-part article 
by an anonymous contributor to Blackwoodv So Here it is 
argued that Sbakespeare did no~ strict1y call the poet a 
~· ' " 
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... 
. · ,.,. .... "rival.,'' .nor did he say that tbe poet was a contemporal'J'--
be·side~ .9 a 11 spirit11 is, by definition., not living. The 
rest of' this parody on ori ticism is based on tbe method· 
' 
-
of the Baconians (state a theory, assume it to be a tact, 
-then use it to prove another theory), and is full of 
similarities be~een Shakespeare and Dante in structure, 
' 
, 
• . tl:iOUg6t., figure, and· pbraseology.105 
Francis Davison and John Davies (simultaneously) 
.. 
. .. 
-1_, ' , .. 
---- --------
. . 
. , .. 
were proposed on the sketchiest examples of tbe usual 
,I). 
'·· 
arguments. Davies,. however, is said t·o have been quite 
a .skillful caligraphist., and this explains the "copying" 
references in Sonnet 84. He also mentions Shakespeare 
106. in some of bis work, 
Michael Dra~ton is considered ~argely because 
there are several references to their having known each 
otber. ~ .Fleay woul.d like him as Rival because "hardly a 
stanza of Drayton bas been left unused by Shakespeare," 
\__ 107 but be can find no dedication by bim to Southampton. 
Bartholomew Griffin was suggested because he too . ' 
• • • :"° ---!- • :.. .... , •00 ON~..;..., 0 •: • - -~ -- .... , 
,, .... , .. 
, · - - .. ,... - -- - -~;. a Warwioksb!Fe poet. l08 
l> 
. 
Gabriel Harvey, 1n one -of his sonnets, mentions a 
"Familiar Sprite~ _which buzzed .,~pi tapbs in bis head and· 
''"}., .• I··•• 
• 
• • • gave him false news of Marlowe's death. This is tbe 
· ' . · 
. -. 109 
· ~familiar ghost" of Sonnet 86. · 
' 
Ben Jonson is mentioned here only because there 
was a single suggestion of his name. Aside tram tbe .. -·-· - .. --- - - . .. . 
. ,. . 1 '' . 
. . 
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·vague·: notion that "tbe 78th, 80th, and some other sonnets 
110 
appear to contain re:f erences to [!i1!1!] , n there is. not bing 
,, to recommend his candidacy; nor is be -considered. 
- ---~-- •-- -- - - ·-
-----------
·---- __ Gervase ~~rkh8!! dedicated bis Tragedy of ·s1r. 
I 
• I 
..,· •• ,> 
. - .J 
Richard .~renvil}-~ 9 Knight to Soutbampton.9 ~nd in 1593 he 
· and Shakespeare were the only two poets known to have 
I 
111 dedicated anything to him. However, ·Southampton was 
but one of .four dedicatee:s., including the nsacred hand" 
of the Earl of Sussex, Lord Mountjoy (Markham was "eter-
nally" bis), and one Sir Edward Wingfield.112 
Christopher Marlowe is the third m~jor candidate, 
. 
largely because of the uproud full sail" of bis verse and 
his havi~ dea~t with spirits in Dr Faustus. Rowse also 
thinks that Shakesp~are~s references to the Rival, being 
in the past tense, indicate tbat he is dead at the time 
of composition .. (Marl.owe died in 159 3). Rowse als.o 
specifies that tbe rivalry concerned Venus and Adonis and 
_Hero,and Leander, assuming, because of many parallels of 
different kinds, that Shakespeare and Marlowe were aware 
.. 
----- ~ ·- ---·- -----·-· 
'! 
' ... ' . . -- . - ·- -· .:·:~· ... .. ~ ~,,. ~ -· ·- .. -·-. . '. • • • ·1 . • 
·:.,,•.,, ····•;•- .. ,.,_.;. ,_ .. ·-"".'"". ._,. ._.,,..- .. - .. -.. 
.,_ -· ·- -·----·-·· . -
. 
or each other• s work through' Southampton. Rowse also 
conjectures a set or sonnets ~rom Marlowe to Southampton 
which were not preserved by Southampton's family. 113 
., 
. ', 
T.ho:ra~ !!§ill<! dedicat_ed several works to. Southampton 
·and· was "Prob1ably Shakespeare' s earliest . enemy. ull4 
Ge.or~ Peele, in 1593 and 1595, bad praised South-
ampton in ,print. George Sarrazin points out that 
..• " \ . 
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·sbakespeare alliterates "p" whenever referring to tbe 
· Rival (Sonnets 78 9 79» 849 85, and 86) •115 
• I' 
... 
-Edmund -SpeA9,~~ . .P in addition to tbe standard argu-
ments, especially his being a ''bet~er spirit3) n was--~·in---- --~---
the zenith of his reputation" at the timeo 116 
Torguato Tassos, being, a "foreigner," fits the 
"alien" reference in Sonnet 78. 117 
There may be no real original in this role either. 
Wolf'f argues that the motif of a rival poet is traditional 
, 118 among Petrarcbans. Furthermore, in rererence to the \ 
Rival Poet, Wilson is correct in reminding us t~t "there 
is no documentary evidence to support the circum~tan-
tial. nll9 ( I must add that this applies to every \,one of 
the candidates for each of the three ro+es.) No theorist 
,has offered anything but. circumstantial ev1dence--ev1dence 
that is al~o applied to the cases of many 0 1tber· cJndidates~ ······· 
'. 
. No ·case, in sbor_t, is convincing. 
. Have tons of ink, miles of pap_er, and entire lives 
been wasted on a fantastic search fo.r characters who ma.7. ---~· ·-.-·"·····---· .. 
be no more than a literary myth? Indeed, bas the entire 
search for a ''story" been a colossal waste? According to 
c. L. Barbar, the Sonnets simply 11do not tell. a story." 
- - ------- - . ---~--------
- . 
.. 
g-1 ven no determinate social identity, indeed no , peza-' 
sonalityo"120 Wilson.reminds us that we learn nothing of 
bow the nstory" ends, 121 ~aking it a strange cycle.,. a · ., 
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In addition to tbes·e points~ let me add Y-' . 8 tranger JI ton• 
- ........ 
that there are too many similar and'repetitious sonnets 
· sprinkled tbrougho_ut the groupp and there is absolutely 
no hint of a narrative thread. There are no accurate 
time re.ferences. There are no names. There are no 
satiaf~ctory indications that any role is being con-
_ .............. .,,, ..... ~·•";-·· 
sistently played by the same cbaract.er throughout, if at 
all (ror example, that there is but one rival poet, etc.). 
Even if this were clear,· one cannot be sure whether any 
action invol. ving any one c harac ter is related to/,:;;; ' 
... , ... other actions. Only an interpretation with the goal ot / 
l,)ringing a ''story" out of the Sonnets can reveal one. In 
Landry• s terms., 11 there is no more narrative in Shake-
·~ sp~~r~ . ' ~ tl;Jan __ in Pe.tra~cb '·-~· collection; what passes fo~ 
a story can be extracted only by a mixture of fanciful· 
speculation and reckless abstraction, that is ~Q ___ 9.111,. _ onlJ: ... _ .... - ... 
by ignoring the poems as poems.~, 122 
·· It must be added, bowever, as Chambers indicates, 
tba t even if some of tbe Sonnets are not Sb_ake.spea:r~ • s 
'::;.-' '·-: •.. : •..• -· '•,: .. \'_ ... 4.,...' .......... - ........ -·~- . ,_ •' ' .... - . ·-' ..... '.''"'~ ... ·,"':"' -. ."--: ~ ,• ·-,-- ----· 
.;· . 
I 
(as bas b·een suggest®d~ of course), or if some in the 
first series are to a woman~ or 4f some are out of chrono-
logical ~rder, 11 tbe very slight indications of external 
. 
. if)/. -~~=-=---~-:_~-=~~:--~·-- .. --·~·J?iogr.~plly ......... ~Q1llci remain unaltered....... • . • T.b.e boy ---··· .. -·-··--· .. -----~-·-- ·-,~ .... -·--------:~-
1 
. . 
· · .. · ·,wouid still be tbere, and tb_e stole.n mistress» and the 
riyal poet."123 Granted this., however., there is neither 
evidence that the Sonnets are literally autobiographical 
' ' . . . 
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nor to what extent they may be only poetically true. Nor 
is there any bint~~even if they are absolutely histori-
cally accurate--of tbe real 1dent1 ties o:r the cast. It· 
\ .. -· - --
. ' 
-
is in tbese last three points that the "story"-findirig 
--·-··"' .. - - ----------- ----·· ·····-··--···-----·-·---·--
critics err. 
-··---- ----------- -- -· 
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· Wba t,---,e-nen,-- are· our alternatives? 
- . Some perverse alternative notions over wbicb Rollins 
says we may shed "some melodious tears" are tbat they are 
addressed to a celibate who becomes a Messiah, and tbe 
Dark Lady the Ohureb; that the child of 1-17 is tbe play 
Ham.let; that Shakespeare wrote th~ ror a lame old man, 
tben stole the mistress to wbom they were addressed; that, 
according to Forbis' theory, noted earlier, they are 
Shakespeare 1 s acqount .ot his dipsomallia; tbat th~,y were 
G 
.. . 
written to a baby in a nursery, with the mother (the Dark 
Lady) announcing baby's bed time in Sonnet 73. 124 There 
.... : 'l.... 
. ' 
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' 
-·,·--·- - ··-,-~<----.- .. 
is also the notion that Shakespeare not .only wrote tbem, 
but is bimsel.f also both the Rival· ·Poet and tbe Friend'·\ 
The Dark .+:sady, however, can be considered ~ man. It all . 
... ,_ ..... ·1-·-, .. :.. ,-·~"'!··~ ·--_ ..... _ .. '°\.-...:.'.. .: ...... ,- •• _ --·-.-:" 
ba~.~omething to do with the Pygmalion and Narcissus 
mytbs.125 
., 
.Another alternative is Brown's hypothes·is that 
_tbey .are "pre-eminently ·parodies, 11 making "satire upon 
tbe reigning'custom of mistress-sonnetting" and upon 
,, 
cont,eml?or'ary aonneteers, especially ~ayton and Davies, 
but that tbey are autobiograpbical. 126 
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I... ,\ Finally, we have the .. "dramatic" theory. In this 
regard,_ I think tbat Char1e·s Knight is correct in stating 
------ . --- -- . that "the sonnets • • • are personal in _form; but 1 t 1s 
_not t~erefore to be assumed th~: they a~~-· .all. personal in-···-· 
their relation to t_be authoro" 7 Alexander Dyce presents 
-.. . .... 
--- -- -- ........ --- -------------- --------------<-----• 
the.basic position for an interpretation of the Sonnets 
as "dramatic'' in bis suggestion that ''the greater number 
ot them.t--11a~ composed in an assumed character, on different 
) 
. ' 
subjects, and at d~fferent times, for the amusement, and 
p;robably at tbe suggestion of ·the author's intimate as-
. 128 
sociates. Kittredge adds that ''we must not forget 
that we are dealing with the supreme dramatist •••• In 
a sonnet, both from its very nature and from tbe conven-
tions that attend it, Je author mu~t seem to ~nlock bis 
'h t "129 · 
· ear • 
A sub-species of the "dramatic" theory is tbe 
1111terary ·exercisen theory. This tbeory bas been in-
creasing in favor until it is now at least even with tbe 
.. ~v·-·····--·------..... _personal theory. . In 1 t., 11 1 t is natural to assume that 
. 
1 Shakespeare began to write sonnets at the time wben 
< 
everyone else was doing so, an~ continue.d to write them 
· in diminishing numbers for an indefinite period."l30 
r 
. 
. 
·· ,·.,. :·:.,. - . · mind, but ratb.er wrote on a variet1 of topics to amuse 
. 
. '} 
bis circle of' .friends. 131 The tb8ory that they may have 
--·-- :_~ .. -:_ .. -~~~:~=-- · -· even been written at tbe request of: these ·:rriends bas 
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already been considered. Barb.er adds the point that·. they 
132 
· were not wr·itten for publication. Chambers reminds us 
ot- the conventions of attitudes and language of the son-
nets of the other Renaissance poets--bot_~ _____ in England and 
.. 133 
on tbe Continente 
-
That this group of sonnets, however, was strictly 
-
intended as a cycle in the style of Sidney, Daniel, and 
tbe other eighteen. or'.twenty cyclists, I doubto In the 
first place, eacb o:f the acknowledged cycles names the 
object of the affection--even if tbe name (or the woman) 
.were rictitious--but Shakespeare does not. Furthermore, 
each of the others has either a narrative thread strong 
and clear enough to be discernible, or stylistic and 
prosodic links between poems. Tbese also are lacking in 
Shakespeare. One important point that Lee makes on this 
subject, however, is that in over balr or the sonnet col-
lections published between 1591 and 1597 (plus two earlier 
groups), the poet specifically describes his sonnets- as -
"toys,'~ 11 :fancies.Pn products of_tbe ttstud,y, 11 im:Stations ot 
. . ·- ·-~ .. 
others, or some similar disassociation from literal 
trutb. 134 Shakespeare does not do so (but this is not 
conclusive evidence that the ~onnets are literal truth). 
Several critics provide illuminating insights into 
. ~ 
-.·tbe quest~on of' sonnet cycles. Lee, for example, presents 
a broad survey of Englisb and European sonnets,· which· is · ·· 
intended tosbow tbat Shakespeare's were completely within 
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· tbe trad1t1on8 and conventions of tbe time. 135 '' f •• ,• 
J. W. Lever is not concerned with the ''nebulous at 
---~-~------_. --- -- ·best" ·biograpl1y in the :Sonnets.o but concentrates on how_. 
~ . 
•!-, 
• I ,- I -~, ., ' 
" 'II .' .,. 
~e "story" evolves .from and differs wi tb the tradi ti~ns - - - --·- -
- -- ------··· ---------·- -------------- ---- --\.,,---------
....... -
and conventions of the Elizabethan love sonnet. He sees 
Shakespeare selecting, adapting, and reshaping experience 
''as judiciously as did.,. every other great sonnet poet, 11 
writing .loose groups·nbased on some well-defined theme o~ 
· ·· situation." Shake-speare, be says, was able to revitalize 
. . 
... ,,;. 
.,, .. -.. . 
' ' 
•' .• 
\\ 
the sonnet ,medium "through a transformation of' the central 
tbeme. By substituting the patron-friend for the mistress 
of romance tradition, 11 be had a chance to treat every-
thing be wanted to in the Sonnets: courtship, love, 
honor, tru~b, beauty, time, even erotic sensual love.136 
Patrick Cruttwell, on the otber hand, sees the 
~9:ruiets as both in tbe sonnet tr\dition and in satire of 
it. In this theory., Shakespeare was but cine· o:f several 
poets of tbe period. "Tbe individually autobiograpbiea1,n-
1n this t:radi tion,. "was . so strictly subservient to the · 
. 1 lv perfornted conventional as hardly to~ exist .. " 37 
In addition to influences of the sonnet tradition 
tbere are classical influences. Baldwin's examination of 
the 11 terary genesis o:.f the Sonnets quite convincingly 
shows Sbakesp~are 1 s frequent and accurate use of Ovid • 
He also makes clear··(that tbe conventional view of pro-
·-
ere a tion as a form ·of immortality- as presente·d by Erasmus 
l: '.;'• ,• 
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was-"propagated tbrougb grammar school and thence embodied 
__ in the literature or the ti1ne, 11 and may have· exerted 
. sfgnif'icant influence· -·on '.Sonnets 1-17 ( or 1-20). Regard-
·_ ing tn-e SonnetB_ generally,. Baldwin believes that 11 1n so-
-- bigbly artificial a .fol."111 as tba--Renai-ssanoe- senne-t is 
.; 
now known to have been, the same principle applies [in 
t·he Sonnets] as in the plays. The knowledge displayed is 
Shakespeare's. It remains to be shown that the opihions 
or emotions were his. Even more the acts inferred from 
those opinions and emotions. 11 There certainly are "not 
many" truly narrative sonnets in_the 154, be· feels, 11' 
. ' 
138 any at alle .. 
Tbe best arguments against literary theories in 
general, as,, opposed to au·tobiograpbioal theories, ~.re · 
f< not convincing. Prince's sta·nd is that "the 'literary• 
.;;.>· 
J~ hypothesis bas never been supported by any ef.fective 
11::. ~· 
f> external evidence. nl39 Nei tber bas any otber9 but unles·s 
we are willing to abandon the fruitless pursuit of the 
irL.:.~-~~.: .. ~.: ··-· .......... · .... ~-~--- . 11 story, n I am ~fraid _ Hazle.ton Spencer ~ay have 1:nadve:r~ .. __ · ... .: ([ 
. 
ir.. tently become a prophet when be said: 
Even if it con_tinuss to attract a~y number of busy or idle minds for ·another JOO years, we 
may be confident it iiill remain unsolvedc,-
unless external e~idence is turned upo For 
,ir . ~~i~~tt~1\~:nfn~~r::~d:!la~~:;n:h:!1~a!: ap-
~'t··,'. ·. --------- ---· -------- · alrea~y t~fckled ito If nei,-3 ·aocruntents are 
~-· d1soovered 9 it will be tbeyi and not the 
sonnetss tbat will give us the facts.140 
It · is obvious that until that happy day, would-be sobolal'a · 
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and cranks will still have what Samuel A. Tannenbaum ·calla 
,, 
· · tbe "opportunity to grati.fy the furor scribendi., ul.41 
There is no 11 story" in the Sonnets. At· leas-t --t-here------
is no stoey in the sense that there is a -plot with a set · ,, 
of characters who move tbrougb it interacting consistently 
on each other through a climax to a conclusion. Rather 
,. there is, at best, a set of incidents which may or may 
not be true, wbicb may or may not be relate~~ and which 
,_- · ,- can be demonstrated to be in no small degree conventional. 
•' 
To argue tor a full II story" .from the little evidence avail-
able is questionable scholarship at best, but to fabricate 
~ 
. 
a set of living, historical patterns for the characters 
.of that -"story" and insist that the Sonnets tell theil' 
story is nothing less than irresponsible. That there is 
some evidence of internal order is true~ It is also un-
:rortunatao That some -of the sonnets may have a basis in 
biographical fact is also true, but racing madly after 
·the illusive "story'' insults tbe memory of tbe poet, and 
. I) 
- I 
allowed to grow too intense, detracts from bj.s poetry.. . 
, . - ·. -· ._. . ... .. . . .... .... ·· . ' ->· r , 
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· ----·----_---~---·-_-----~-~-,,--'-,---~-:_"_-~-------··It- is prec1se·1y in- terms of poetry tba t ·most pre-
sent-day critics come refreshingly to the rescue of the 
', ,,- . 
. ' 
-student of the Sonnets. The emphasis bas taken a strong 
shift away from the story and toward the poetry •. Although, 
-·-
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, as is evident from their appearance earlier in this study, 
some critics are still tilting with the unstory''· t1indmill, 
tbe variety ot modern literary approaebes is wide in-
deed.142 They range .from textual to stylistic studies, 
from general appreciations to speci~ic analyses. 
The recent Ingram __ ~nd Redpath edition of the· Son-
n-eta., for example, bas as 1 ts objects to present the best 
possible text and to off er a full and sea re bing comme'ntary 
in order to bring the reader to an understanding and ap-
preciation o.f the Sonnets as artistic works. 143 Refer-
ences to the 11story11 are strictly limited to pointing out 
passages considered as 11 keys" to the n story." Their 
edi tio!l is a very satisfying ace ompli shment or their 
goals. 
Nor,throp Frye concerns· himself' with the Sonnets 
conventional poetry, deal~ng with what he considers the 
three worlds of the Sonnets: the ordinary real world, 
as 
. . . .. • . ! 
...... ···, 
,· ' 
. . 
-
the world of contact with tbe Friend, and the world beyond 
time. Within tbess worlds, be deals witg __ Shakespeare's . . , - .. . 
. 
. - --. 
. . ... ·••--~·-··-· .. _P··-··-.. - ..... """=''a,' -·- • ,10- 0 •'' 
' - ,_ .... _ - ,. • ·, • -:-- -~- - .. ,r - l .. ~ .• 
:, 
motifs of Time, Nature, Fortune, the· Eye and Heart, ·shadow 
. and Substance, Picture and~Treasure, and Identity--all 
tbis se.en as having been produced by "a creative imagina--
-------··----- ---:-~-=---:·· -------- -·--- · tion very unlike ours, 11 · and not as ~'·direct biographical 
:~ . 
· ailegory'. nl44 
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Not all literary studies or tbe Sonnets are lauda-~ 
to17, however. Ivor Winters objects to "an attitude of 
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servile weakness on tbe part of tbe' poet in the face of 
:· . 
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· the person addressed'' which Sbake~peare "seems" to take l 
seriously; 145 to Shakespeareu s "seldom11 taking the sonnet · · I 
I 
~---_.c'_ .. ______ i'_orm ''wi_tb _____ any r.eal __ ::s_~-~1o'll~_p~~~-; 11 _,~4 _ _1:;_9 bis "_o_ften'' ----_ -~~------ 1 
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allowing bis "sensibility to tbe connotive power of 
language to blind him to the necessity for sharp denota~ 
tion." Indeed.o he considers Shakespeare's ninept pbrasesn 
more serious tban bis clicb8s and bad puns.146 Favorable 
or unfavorable, his criticism deals with the Sonnets as 
poetry. 
John Crowe Ransom attacks tbe Sonnets as "111 con-
structed" because tbe rhyme scheme ABAB/CDCD/EFEF/GG 
'' imposes upon the poet • • • tba t he write three co-
ordinate quatrains and then a couplet which will relate 
to tbe series oollectively. n147 · Ransom nev:&i'- makes it 
·- cle·ar jus·t wby the··· rhyme scheme imposes· a 4-4-4~2 form 
and not, any other form within the fourte-en line limit. 
,j 
He also objects to what be considers Shakespeare's un-
, 
willingness to "risk the power of a single .figu;r-e but . "', ...... 1·~,-~ .... ~.:;. ... '"-';!•- -· ·,- -'(''' - •' . ,· .... 
compounds tbe figure 9 " as in having the 11boughs" of Son- . 
net 73 both "shake. against tbe cold'' and be "bare ruin' d 
cboirs." Furthermore, tbe Sonnets are "mixed in.effect."-
. . 
"Metaphysical poetry''· should not-·b·e, lri-·th~ .. ( -group.-··· Fi-·:: -- ,.:·-~~----·--~ __ ..,.~- --··-~··----··---
.. 
nally, Sbak®:s1peare is not-"objective11 or realistic; bis 
-is "poetry ot tbe feelings" whicb the critic is· not 
"comp~lled to preter"1 · Such _a 'co_llecti.on of personal_ 
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preferences being passed off as 11 terary ci:1 ticism is 
'\ 
unequalled in recent s·onnet commentary, even though Raneom 
1a trying to get at the poetry. 
·• , 
Nor was he allowed to go lo~g unchallenged. -- -Artbuif 
+· 
___ _Miz.ener, in a direct :refutation, de£ends Sha-kespeare 
mainly on tbe grounds that be was not a metaphysical poet 
and is not to be exp~cted to sound like one. Mizener also 
,. sees Shakespeare's effort as not aimed at a logical pat-
tern but at one rather more like "the pattern of tbe 
mind. ,, l4{:} ~ 
One profitable direction that criticism.bas taken 
is into Shakespeare's thematic development with reference 
to the Sonnets. G. H. Palmer, without concern for real 
character prototypes,·traces and evaluates the threefold 
tbeme of Immortality (in his terms: Natural, Ideal, and , 
Spiritual) through the Sonnets. He sees these tt int1ma .. 
· tions" as :forming· 11 the framework of tbe Sonnets. 11149 
--.- Altboug.b somewhat restricted (l;>y bis own choice. of 
course), his work provides new insights into tbis lll---
--- · ··. ·_··· · ·. ,.: por·tant . theme. 
--~--.- -
.. . 
J.B. Leishman, who supports bis thesis witb a 
survey of poets from Rome to Renaissance, traces ~o . 
. 
~bemes veey basic to tbe Sonnets: Poetry as immortal-
1zat1Qn, .and Devouring time and fading beauty. Tbe Son.;. 
nets., he feels, do not merely say the ·sort or -things h:1s 
predecessors.and contemporaries bad said, but say tbem 
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·. better. Furth~rmo:re, their main themes of the Defiance '=>. ., 
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of time, CarJ2.! :florems, and Ingrs.teful beauty threatened, ... __ ·--~ 
· 
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_ . .&~-entirely absent from Shakespeare. , . -
~ 
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--Hilton Landry· deals with botb ~b,me and 1mage-ry, - ----- --
~~-=-__:______ :;-·---~--- -
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- . - . 
-
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-- ---
... does so on the basis of' theme and imagery only, and then 
__ ~--~~· . only in order to help to ela~tfy me11n1ng.151) He treats~ 
" for example, Sonnet 124 as a poem about love rather than 
as a key to the identity of tbe lover. He treats Sonnet 
129 in terms of the themes of love and lust by study~ng 
the language and imagery--witbout referring to a real 
Lady, dark or fair.. His basic approach is to analyz-t!"_/-\ 
individual .sonnets 1n··tbese terms, both as a unit and in 
relation to adjacent sonnets, with an aim to reach a 
clear interpretat_ion and fu11· appreciation of 1 t. He -
succeeds. 
Sever$l studies are concerned with imag~ry more-
or .. less in iso·lation. G. Wilson Knight's Tbe Mutual 
Flame is probably one of tbe best known. His goal is tt·to 
·· maintain [bis] usual concent~ation on tb(:l timeless poetry 
without altogether avoiding, secondary considerations of ~ 
· u152 b'iography and evento It is when dealing with image 
and symbol, particularly wi~broses.9 kingship., the sun, 
' 
. gold, jewels, and time in.,,,all its mani.festations and 
relations, that be is at his best; but he is not as 
' . 
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of biography 8Jld his · thesis that 1 t was "the :feminine , · 
element in Shakespeare which loved his !'riend. 11153 
50· 
- Murray Krieger sees the Sonnets as a 11 total sym.bolic-
sµtem" with a "uni:fied body o!' metapbor,U and be handles 
each single poem "as an aesthetic unit while still using 
it as an explicative instrument to reveal the interrela-
tiC;>n among the Sonnets. 11154 He is willing to discuss 
imagery based on bis mirror-as-window tbesis'Without con-
cern f'ol" a "story," :reeling it not signii'ieant, 111n view 
... , ;•" 
')~\ 
of the chaste character o!' the neo-Platonic love [Shake-
speare] speaks o!'," to argue about the object of the 
_poems. l55 Throughout, be collsiders the poet as the 
,,-
"poet-persona" and views the Sonnets 11as if they were a 
single entity, written simultaneously. 11156 He does this 
in order to better get at the meaning o!' the poet's words 
throughout tbe Sonnets and to arrive at what be calls a 
"sense-beyond-sense.'' 
~ ... ' .. ""':'•""'. :-: ·.• . . . . . - - .. 
· .Barber, altbougb many of bis basic attitudes are 
different from Krieger's, uses similar means to achieve 
. . . ! 
similar ends. Barber,, Who is conceFned with tbe per-
sonality revealed by the Sonnets, who stresses the need 
to read the sonnets individually, and who considers tbem 
as having been written over several years, still deals 
.With style and poetic technique instead of "story. 11 He 
stresses rhythm, metaphor, and subject matter, seeing 
"sound and rhythm" giving life to bis statements and 
·~- ,,,,,, , . 
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figures and kee·ping tbem. fres~. .He too refuses ·to 
" turn the Sonnets into biographical riddles, but he urges 
-tbat we read tbe poems as an expression of a man's ex-
,. perience. When we do, be claims, "we .find that, though· 
-_ :- _:-_-· ·v 'j;bey do not tell 11. story, they do exp·ress a person-
. 158 
--~ -- - --a--1-tty.-tt -
Edward Hubler also sees them as a loose collection, 
but as lyric expression not or a personality so mucb as 
. of views on love, friendship, honor, and experience. 
Hubler deals with the Sonnets iri terms of themes and 
style. His primary concern is with structure, language, 
. 
-
and meaning., and especially with the interrelation or 
r·· these elements. His method requires a re-ordering or 
127-152 on the basis of their "psycho-logical neces-
sity,11159 but this is only in order to appreciate both 
themes and style. 
A similar approach_ is that of Winifred Nowotthy~ -
wbo is concerned specirically with form and the elem~nts 
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160 which commonly .contribute to the manifestation of .form. - , •-f _,.. • • ..:., ___ .... --- . 
. ... .- . She sees the form of the Sonnets as deriving from imagery, 
language as s·ense, language as sound, and design. 
D. A. Traversi offers one modern and intelligent 
view of the Sonnets that sbows one valuable role that 
tbe Sonnets may play o He sees ·the content of Shakespeare,· s 
dramas, tbe c9mplex1ty of his verse, and bis ·important 
capacity -for dealing witb experience and the relations 
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between feelings as first· d·irectly revealed in the Son-
nets.161 He considers them as having been written at 
-
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different times,· a "high proportion'' being literary exer- · 
' ·-~~-~-~- ~ 
. 162 
cises or conventional o In their ,.lang11-age-, especially 
,. 
their verbal immediacy andbtbe moulding of stress to the -
living emotion, ~d in the fresh themes of the_ ''thwarting 
of the desire for union and fertility" and the "hostility 
of time," be sees the beginnings of the key themes in a11· 
' 6 
of Shakespeare's work. 1 3 What be considers to be Shake-. 
speare• s main theme of hostile time and ''the simultaneous 
fulfillment and destruction of the values of human life 
by time" develops out of the Sonnets .. 164 
It is clear that literary approaches to the Sonnets 
like these not only renew our interest, respect, and 
/ 
fondness tor the Sonnets 9 but they help us to better 
understand and appreciate them. We may now be able to 
' 
' I 
' -
,· 
·<·· see, w1 thout a misguided concern for the it story, 11 what 
Shakespeare was trying to say as a man,and bow he was 
trying to say 1 t as a poet. I:f scholarship cont.inues to ..... . "' - - ~ . 
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be more literary tban biographical, tbe true worth of the 
Sonnets will become clearer. They will return to their 
deserved position of artistic merit--in poetry generally 
as well as in tbe body or Shakespeare's work--a position 
they have been denied since the days of their first critic, 
-
' 
iV Francis Meres·.,. ~be concern for language and theme is ever 
the poet'.s concern. Let it always be that of the Sonnet 
critic. 
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of the desire for union and fert111 ty" and the "hostility 
of' time 9 " be · sees the beginnings of the key themes in all 
of Shakespeare's work. 163 What he considers to be Shake-
' speare•s main theme of hostile time and "the simultaneous 
ful~illment and destruction of the values of human life 
by time" devel·ops out ot the Sonnets. 164 
It is clear that literary approacb~s to the Sonnets 
like these not only renew our interest, respect, and. 
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fondness for the Sonnets, but they help us to better 
understand and appreciate them. We may now be able to 
see, without a misguided concern t.or the nstory, 11 what 
Shakespeare was trying to say as a man and how be was 
' trying to say it as a poet. It scholarship continues to 
be more literary than biographical, the t:rue worth of the 
.I Sonnets will become clearer. They will retum to their 
deserved position oi' artistic merit--in poetry generally 
as well as in the body of Shakespeare's work--a position 
they have been. denied since the days of their first critic, 
Francis Meres. The concern for language and theme is ever 
the poet's concern. Let it always be that of the Sonnet· 
critic. 
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I 11t is important to make it clear that although I ' 
·· ·· · - .-:~. --~:: ~~=~c-a:nnot include in my study every individual argument by 
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every theorist, I aim to consider all those tbat are_ ~ 
·- ~e1e-vant, including theorists who were very early, -are 
well known, or are very recent. 
2F. T. Prince, '' The . Poems, " Shakespeare: Tbe Writer 
8.Dd His Work, ed. Bonamy Dobr,e, (London, 1964), p. 51. 
3pr1nee, P• 39 and p. 43 respectiv81y. It s~uld 
. 
. be pointed out that bis interpretation is based on "a 
feeling for reality" (p. 44). This is but tbe- first ex-
ample of a type ot critical reasoning that moves from 11not 
impossible that" to "probably" to "clearly11 to' ''con-
clusively sbown11 wi tb absolutely no intervening proof. 
4patrick Cruttwell, The Shakespearean Moment 
(London, 1954), pp. 4-6. See also Edward Hubler, "The 
' Sonne ts and the . Comm.en ta tors, n - in Tbe Riddle of Shake-
speare• s Sonnets, ed. Edward Hubler. (New York,. 1962), 
p. 8.. Hubler feels that "they remain stubbornly lyric 
rather than narrati ve. 11 
5 . 
.. - _ F. E. Halliday, 
~ 196/i .. (Baltimore, -1964), 
A Shakespearean Companion: 1564-
Pe 114. This argument alone 
should indicate bow much of a phantom tbe "story" really 
1a. 
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· , John Dover Wilson, ed. The So:nriets (Cambridge,· 
,_· r'° • r f I \ 
· '- , : · .· · i966) , p. xx:x:1 v. · Otber __ majOr critics who support tbe 
__ ---~-~- _,_ __ -~ •tT 
, 
.-
idea that ·there are several small groups but not a uni-
tied single story are Hardin Craig, The Literature ot the 
Englis~lt R®naissanca ~~,;i.699. (New York, 1962), p.- 114; 
· E. Ko Chambers, Wi_lliam -Strak~speare, ! Study of Facts and 
Problems, II (Ox.ford, 1930), p. 562; and George Lyman_ 
K1ttredge 9 ado The C.opiplete Works or Shakespeare (.New 
York, 1936}, P• 1492. 
7Ebenezer Forsyth, Shakspere: Some Notes .2!! bis 
Character and Writings (Edinburgh, 1867), PP• 22-23 •. 
8Jobn Payne Collier, ed. The Works of William 
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Shakespeare (London, ·1843), PP• 475-476. 
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9Gerald Massey, The · Secret Drama of Sbakes;eeare' s 
Sonnets (London, 1888}, PPo 32~33. See also his Shake-
speare's Sonnets ~ver .B,efpjfe Interprete.d (L.ondon, 1866), 
wherein he assigns certain sonnets td dif.ferent speakers 
and listeners--as from Elizabeth Vernon·'.\ to 'Southampton, 
from Southampton back to her, from Elizabeth to Lady 
Rich (her rival), etc. 
. ! 
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10.Arthu~ Acheson, Mistress Davenant, the Dark Lady 
of Shakespeare'~ Sonnets (London, 1913), pp. 2-3 and 106. 
J 
· (I am not responsible :for his arithmetic, howevero) This 
is the best example of tbe "story" carried to its ridiculous 
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- extreme. It includes not oni,: rearrangeme~t and ''lost" 
links, but invented characters and invented Elizabethans 
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--both se~s--in order to mak:e tbe invented story _!'~rk __ Qut. 
. 
. llT. W. Baldwin, On the Literary Genetics of Shake-
apeare 1 s Poems 'and Sonnets (Urbana, 1950), p." 229 and P•. 
339. He also .feels that 1"t( is "probable that Shakespeare 
wrote a series [ tbe;a:>e are six 'books~ each year .for pre- ~ '1 
sen ta. tion upon some anniversary, 11. probably in the spring 
(_p. 343). This is conjecture. 
12Hyder E. Rollins, ed. The Sonnets, New Variol'Ulll 
Edition, II (Philadelphia, 1944), p. 177. This most 
valuable work is almost too full of information about tbe 
Sonnets. Its only fault is its age. 
,J 
l3H1lton Landry, InterJ2retation,s. of s~_akesReare•s 
Sonnets (Berkeley, 1964), Po 5o See also Collier, p. 473, 
"wbo feels that they ware nYr.rri tten at very di.f.ferent peri-
ods • • 0 and under very different circumstances;" and 
Hubler, 11Coimnentators, '' p. 9, who agrees that they are •a 
series of poems written over a number or years on a 
variety of occasions." 
14Landry, P• 130. 
15x:1ttredge, p. 1491. 
16Kittredge, P• 1491. 
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-· - · 19Leslie Hotson, "When Shakespeare -WI'ote tbe Son-- ·. ·· 
net~," Atlantic, 184 (Dec., 1959), 67. 
20teslie Hotson, "More Light on Sbakespeare•s Son-
-
nets,''~' II (1951), 115-116. (Sidney: 265) Donne: 
before 25, Barnes: be~ore 24, Drayton and Constable: 
before 30, Watson: 25, Barnfield: before 20, etc.) 
·- --
21 A. L. Rowse, Sha~espeare's Sonnets (London, 1964), 
. 
. 
suggested 1594; 1928 P• xx11, G. B. ~arrison, in his edi-
tion, suggested 1596; and Sir Sidney Lee in his 1898 edi-
tion suggested 1603. See also George Brandes, William 
Shakasp~are: ! Critical Stusiz (New York, 1909), Po 288, 
'·J ••• ' . - .• ' . 
. . . •' "'"' . 
t 
:~ 
who of :fers 1601 because Es ~~x __ '. s ~~~-be;~lion in tb a~ ... Y.~-~~ .. --·- .. ·-··----· "·-··· .. ,~-- .... _ ....... ___ .. __ ...... 
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;.. ' . ' - , ,. . - ~ .. ,. - .. .... -"~ ., . . 
was endured by Eiizabetb. 
,' 22Laurence Michel, "Shakespeare's Sonnet CVII," 
· ·JBGP, LIV (1955), 107, calls this theory a 11 pbantom11 be·-
\ cause Hotson misdetines 11 1ndured." Walter B. Stone, 
11Shakaspe~re and the Sad Augurs," JEGP, LII (1953), 451-
479, bases his attack on Hotson 1 s misunderstanding of the 
Blizabetban attitude toward 1588· as tbe year o.f do6msday. 
( 
•.• .. - .. _ ... - .. -· 
-
Landry, p. 163n., attacks Hotson 1 s 0 loose notions .. ot evi- •------·· -
l 
. I,, 
denoe and reasoning" and flatly says that Hotson 11 doesn•t. 
bave a leg to stand on. u · This is a very mild example or ------
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tbe treatment.one Sonnet critic may receive at the hands 
.. or a rival. ;,Massey (Secret Drama 9. Po 6) attacks" Boaden: 
·. :.~ 11Mr Boa.den a~gu
2
ed. shal+QJ~::+X that the Earl of Southampton 
could not be ._the man ad~res.sed by Shekespeare, and as-
. ' . . 
sum.ad f]esperately that Wtll.~_~m:- Herbert was-;n (Ital-ics 
mine.). 
· !be ultimate inanity in the argument about dating 
··~ 
is. J. A. Fort's notion that ~it is hardly possible • ·• • 
that Shakespeare composed any sonnets in tbe year 1591" 
because in that year Sidney's and Daniel's sonnet sequences 
"first revealed to Elizabethan poets and readers the nature 
and possibilities of the sonnet as a form of verse. 11 (A 
-
Time Scbeme for Sbakesp_eare•s Sonnets [London, 1929], p. 
17.) But then Fort's dating is in large part based on 
_uns·crambled cryptograms and unsubs·tantiated textual 
emendations. 
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23Halliday, P• 461. 
·.-·-·.·· ..... .- ,. -. -, ... -.---.. ------ ········-··---·, 
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-
24Edmund Malone, Sup;eleme,nt to the Edition of 
•• ··" ••••• -. ~~~- •··~· .... ':""r. ,._,....: •·---.., ... _ -· ~ :--sbakespeaz:e•s·Pla7s Publisl1ed in 1778, I (1780), p. 581 • 
' ~ 
- . 
25cbambers, P• 565. 
26M. J. Wolff, "Petrarkismus und Antipetrarkismus 
in Sbakespeares Sonetten," ES» XLIX (1916), 161-189. 
Quoted material is Rollins• translation: Rollins, p. 61. 
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27Martin Seym.our-~1tb,. Sbakesl?eare• s Sorlnets .. (NeW • 
. :· :'. . '' ,,, , 
York, 1966), P• 9. 
-
28Hyder E. Rollins and Her-sCbel Baker, Ttie Renais-
sance in Englan.q. (Boston, 1954), p. 496. Se·e alsp: Wilson, 
p. · LXII; Craig, p. 112; and Halliday, p. 461. _ 
--
29 J.M. Robertson, The Problems of the Sbak~speare 
Sonnets (London., 1926), p. 167 •. It must be pointed out, 
however, that ac~ording to Robertson's stFange theory, in 
0 Thorpe' s miscellany'' (the 1609 Quarto) only some. of the 
sonnets are by Shakespeare (p. 271 and P• 274). 
JORollins, P• 73. 
31 5 
_ Rollins, p •. 3. 
. . - . . '-,_..., 
32ci-uttw811, P• 2. 
33cra1g, p. 112. 
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. .;. ·. J:: .. 
34Robert H. Darby, "The Date of Some of Shake-
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35r say this regardless of the fact tbat Henry 
Brown, with no evidence produced,' stated ·that "as Meres 
was intimately acquainted with Shakespeare, as one of tbe 
. 
private friends, _he may have been shown some of .the ear-
liest" sonnets •. (Henry Brown, The Sonnets of Shakespeare 
Solved [London, 1870], p. 6.) 
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3~l°own, p. 8, is the ·most extreme on this point; 
He believes (without proof, needless-to say) that Thorpe 
-"received instructions from the poet bimself,u but did 
- _ not acknowledge it because publt,ci~y would bav~ been 
-9!; 
"averse to the feelings of both poet and patron. 11 Pure 
conjecture. There is nothing else available·on this point. 
37w1111am Shakespeare, Sba,ksR_ere' s Sonnets: The 
First 9,ua.~to, 1602., A Facsimile in Pbo!,o==Litb
2
ograpb7 
(London, Shakspere-Quarto Facsimiles, No. 30). 
38w11son, p. XL-XLI. Collier, P• 474, however, 
points out that ~W. H." could not be the only: inspirer 
because 11many of them are addressed to a woman. 11 
" l. 39cbambers, P• 559. 
4°Rollins, p. 180. 
41George Chalmers, A Supple~nta!:I AEology for the 
. Believers in ·the ~hakespea.zte Papers (London, 1799). This 
· is cited in Rollins, p. 166. 
42Forsytb, p. 24. 
·/ 
. 
. 
-43 C. K. Pooler, ed. Sbakesp~are 1 s'Sonneta, Arden 
·Sb~kespeare (London, 1918), p. 2. 
44Gerald Massey, A thenaeum. 27 April 1867, 552. 
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45Halliday, p. 209. ' ' ' .· . ·r . 
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46teslle Hotson, "Shakespeare's Sonnets Dated" and 
Other Essays; (New Yor~., 1949) 9 Po 360 Hotson is at least 
., in part restrichted by his choice of a nobleman asW. H. 
There are a .. number or other explanations of the nMr" 
problem to choose from, however. Charlotte Stopes ·.(Shake-
spearen s Sonnets [New York, 1904], p. xvi.) argues that 
\ 
-being a knight would allow one to be called uaMr. 11 Her 
-
choice, naturally, is Sir William Harvey. It.is di~ficult .. 
to put any tai tb in her theories because- not only does 
she admit that "one has to go outside of the poetry into 
/ tbe prose of real lite'' to identify characters., but.1 
throughout she takes tbe most horrifying liberties with 
her conjectures, presenting them and compounding them 
. with not even a hint that they are not historical facts, 
but the purest of supposition. 
Rowse (Sonnets, p. xi), another Hervey supporter, 
states that "Mr" was a standard Elizabethan abbreviation 
for ''Master"-- a "term in general use .for persons of 
recognized status, from a Master of Arts at the Univerait1 
to &· knight• It 
,., 
Brown, p. 10,. consider~ nMr'' appropriate because 
-
Shakespeare consid~rs him as young in order 11 to .fulfil 
. 
. ... 
• 
·• 
I 
the avowal made in ;Sonnet 19 that be should live ever. 
youtbtul in his verse [1] '' 
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48_$ir. Robert Rice, The Story of Hamlet and Horatio (London, 1924)-, p. · 423. 
______ J 
·, 
49oscar Wilde, ''The-Portrait of Mr w. H.," in 
Hubler, Riddle, 165-255. 
50Rose in Sonnet l; Audit in 4; Statues in 55; 
Interim in 56; Alien in 78; Eaves in 93; Satire in 100; 
Autumne in 104; Abisme in 112; Alcumie in 114; Syre~ in 119; Heritieke in 124; Informer in 125; Audite and Quietus in 126. Put them all together and you have the 
story: this is a Satire on Alchemy involving a Siren 
named Rose Interim, a Sculptor, and an Abysmal Alien, a 
Heriticke and Informer who made his final Audit and Quietus in the Autumn o~ the year. Northrop Frye ("How True a Twain," in Hubler, Riddle, 25-53) .feels that "every 
writer on the Sonnets is entitled to one free speculation." 
5lD. Barnstortt, A Key to Shakespeare's Sonnets, 
trans. T. J. Grabam (London, 1862). Cited in Rollins, 
PP• 214-215 • 
52J. M. Nosworthy, "Shakespeare and Mr W. H.," 
Librarz, XVIII (1963), 294-298. There have been other 
candidates suggested who do not deserve lengthy considera-
tion, even ror their nuisance value. They are William 
Harte, Shakespeare's nephew; William Hathaway, Shake--
speare • s brother-in-law; Henry Walker, Shakespeare's 
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grandson; William Hammond, a patron ot letters; William. 
... 
Herbert; William Haughton., dramatist; several William 
.. ~ Holgates; the po.et Anne WHateley; William Harrison., con-
tributor to Holinsbed 1 s Cbronicles; and Sir !alter raleigl!. 
Rollins deals with these at more length; see pp. 213 .. 230. 
For further amuse111ent 9 see also what Anti-Strat-
tordians can do with "Wo H." and the rest or tbe charac-
ters of tbe "story," Fortunately, they are not within the 
scope of this study. H. N. Gibson (The ShakesEeare 
·' 
Claimants [London, 1962]) presents a good view. 
53Acbeson, Mistress Davenant, p. 119. . As mentioned 
before, this entire theory is riddled with people and 
-relationships assumed and invented. I present bere .. ·only 
' the aspects relating to Willobie his Avisa. 
54w11l0Pit his Avisa, as reprinted in ·Acheson, 
Mistr.e-ss Davenant, pp. 205-282. 
55~ollins, P• 307. 
I, 
56sir Sidney Lee,! Life of William Shakespeare 
(New York, 1916), p. 221. Although it may be a ruse, 
Hadrian Dorrell denies, in his Apology of the 1596 edi-
tion, that the author intended "the description or prayse 
of any parti~ular woman: nor the naming or cyphering of,. -·- .. , 
,, 
any .. particular man'' ( 282) • 
57J. w. Lever, The Elizabethan Love Sonnet (London, 
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._ .. '!' .... • 1956), P• 164. 
-·--58 Jam.es Boswell, ed. Tb e P1ays and Poems or-_:W-1111.am 
Sba,kespeare, XX (London, 182ll _ , p. 219. 
59Natban Drake, Shakespeare and His Tim.es, II 
(London1 1817), pp. 62-71. 
60 -
A. L. Rowse, William Shakespeare: A Btograpby 
(New York, 1963). 
61Rollins, PP• 56-57. 
62 
- · Wilson, p. LXXXIX. See also A. L. Rowse, 
Christopher Marlowe: His Life and Work (New .York, 1966), 
PP• 170-171 •. 
63Massey, Secret Dram&, P• 1. 
64seymour-Smith,·p. 10. 
. . - . . . - - . . ; -· . - ~ - . ~ - -· ·- -· - . .. . ~- .. 
. ·. . . ~ 
65Leon Rostenberg, "Thomas Tborpe, Publisher of 
. . , .. · ,~ · 'ShakeSpeares Sonnets' , " Papers _of the Bibliographical ~ 
. 
' 
' ' 
' . . 
' ' : 
Society of America, LIV (1960), 37. 
66craig, pp. 117-118e 
· 67Hotson, ":sonnets Dated," pp. 34-.35. 
68 Wilson, P•· XCI. ·-· ,;. ' ~;. ,. 
69Boswell, P• 219. 
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· Chambers, p. 565. In this be echoes James Boaden 
(On tbe Sonnets of' Shak~s;eeare [London, 1838], PP• 23-25), 
who expects also- something regarding bis_,imprisonment--
or at least bis release therefrom. 
-
1. 71F. s. Boas, Sbakespere and bis Predecessors (New 
York, 1896). 
d 
• $ 
-
· 72 
. RollinJ, P• 57. 
\.,._._ 
73James Boaden, The Gen41eman 1 s M~gazine, CII 
I 
(1832), 11, 219. See $lso his On the Sonnets of Shake-
speare, pp. 33-34. 
74 Lee, p. 217. These, incidentally, are his argu-
• • ,.,_ ::! ·-
men ts after be had left tbe Pembroke canip for South-
ampton 1 s. 
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7 Chambers, p. 56 7. 1 
76Edward Bliss Reed, ed. Sbakespeare•s Sonnets 
(New Haven, 1923), P• 78.-· f 
77Dick Taylor Jr., "The Earl of Pembroke and the 
Youtb of Shakespeare's Sonnets: An Essay in Rehabilita-
tion, 11 Studies in Pb~lo,logx·, LVI (19S9), passim. In 1595, 
with re~erence to Elizabeth Carey, tbe Earl held out for 
,f 1000 a year; and in 1597, be held out f'or £ 3000; he could 
get neitber. Otber suggested matches were never seriously 
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·pursued by tbe family. This entire article is· completely 
documented, tor a change, with .contemporary materiall 
78F. G. Fleay, A B1ograpb1cal Chronicle of tbe 
Engl~sn Drama 155=2,~1642, II (LondonD 1891)9 Po 209 •. See 
also Marchetta Chute (Sha~~ear,e of' London [New York, 
1950], p. 343), who prints this part of it: 
To the Right Honorable, William, Earl o:f 
Pembroke~ Lord Chamberlain to .. bis Majesty, 
one of his most honorable Privy Council 9 and 
Knight or the most noble order of the Garter, 
etco Right Honorable~=It may worthily seem 
strange unto your Lordsbipj out of what frenzy 
one of my meanness hath presumed to com:mit 
this SacrilegeD in tbe straitness of your 
Lordship's leisure~ to present a piece o •• 
in tbis scribbling Age 9 wherein great persons 
are so pestered daily with dedicationso ••• 
Pardon,my presumption, great Lord 9 from so 
mean a man to so great a persono o o • 
Your Lord~bipos humble devoted T. T. 
~ 
Tbe dedication is given in extenso by Lee. pp. 684-685. 
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79chute, P• 342. 
8
°K1ttredge, P• 1491. 
81Rollins, p. 207. 
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82 . 
Leslie Fiedler, 11Some Contexts of Shakespeare's 
Sonnets," in Hubler, Riddle~ 57-90; H. McClure Young, 
" 
The Sonnets 2f Sbak~flpeare: A Psycho-Sexu~l Analysis 
.... 
-(Columbia, Missouri,, 1937)., p. 29; Hub.~er., 11 Connnentato.rs, n 
in Hublers, Riddle, 150 See also Brandes, p. 290: 11 tbe 
.positively erotic passion for a masculine perso~ality.• 
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83 ·. Rowse, Sbakespe~re, p. vii. 
: .. 
84 · , s t c '·~ T. D. Budd~ Shakespeare s onnets, wi h ommen-
~ 
taries (Philadelphia, 1868). 
85Rollins, P• 247._ i. 
~ 
86Rollins, P• 248. 
B7sbe was first suggested by Tyler in 1884 (see 
. Rollins, p. 263). Wilson, p. lix, points out the color-
ing problem. 
88Hubler, "Commentators," p. 18. 
89 -Rollins, p. 263. 
90o. A. Tailor,.~ (3 April 1926), 243. · 
9lw11son, P• LX; Alfred Harbage, Sir William 
Davenant: Poet Venturer 1606-1668 (Pbiladelpbia, 1935), 
p. lOn. 
92Gerard Longbaine, Account of the English Dra-
mati·ck Poets (British Museum., 1691). Cited in Rollins, 
p. 256. 
r 93stopes, p;. :xxx111. 
94Robert Cartwright {Tbe _!'oots tet?s of Shakespeare 
[London, 1862], p. 158) thinks "she must have been an 
Italian, of' some rank, the wif'e of' one of the merchant 
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princes of Venice at least, or the Ambassadress herself, 
'' \' ··~ ' ,,,, . 
if not the wife of an English nobleman. II It is from her 
that ·Shakespeare acquired his familiarity w1 th· Italy. 
-
. 
Gregor Sarrazin ( "Die ·Entstehung von Shakespeares 
•verlorener L:iebesmflhe u., 11 Jahrbuch., XXXI [1895], 225-229. 
Trans. Rollins, p. 267.) thinks they met wbile on a trip 
to northern Italy. 
95 ( G. B. Harrison, Shakespear, Under Elizabeth New 
York, 1933), p. 310. 
96J. F. Forbis, Shakespearean Enigma and an 
Elizabethan Mania (New York, 1924), p. 151. He further 
identifies her as "wine in 1 ts debasil,)g or degrading 
character," and "not at all complimentary to the feminine 
sex"l Shakespeare, moreover, wrote "some of' the Sonnets" 
while "under tbe influence of drink" (p. 80) and was, in 
-
ract, a ''drunkard" (p. 186)., and the male addressed in 
the Sonnets is Shakespeare himself (p. 9, and passim). 
'<r~"'.) 
More shocking than this, most of Shakespeare's contempo-
rary sonneteers were singing praises to wine alsol This 
, 
is, ind'eed, the ''Elizabethan mania" of the title {p. 
273ff). In this astounding interpretation of the Sonnets, 
everything is shaped to fit the nwine" theory. It must 
be read to be appreciated. His freedom--no,., . anarcby--01' 
interpretation- is based on his premise:that "in tbe trans-
lation of the Sonnets from their opvious or apparent, to. 
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the. real·. or hidden meaning, there must be some--mucb--
elasticity allowed in the construing or meaning of words." 
This ca;n only be· th_e classic understatement of Sonnet 
criticism. 
97Baldwin, P• 338. 
- ,;p 
See also Lee, P• 195, who 
states that !there is no greater and no less ground for 
seeking in Shakespeare I s personal environment ·the original 
or the 'dark lady' ••• than for seeking there the 
original of his Queen of Eg·ypt. 11 It is sad to relate 
that the two are thought to have been inspired by the same 
person }?y · several critics, but that too -is outside the 
scope of this study.· 
98 . Brown, p. 212r£. 
99M. J. Wolff, Sbakespeares Sonette (Berlin, 1903), 
as cited in Rollins, p. 251. 
' ' 
lOOTbe persistent habit so many critics have o1 
insisting that similarities of thought or expression be~ 
tween two works are always nborrowi:ngs'' or n influences," 
of turning analogues into sources, ·is amazing. This 
practice is· so extensive with regard to Shakespeare's 
• 
Sonnets that it seems impossible that two creative minds 
-
could ever see or.describe something sindla~ly. Shake-
speare,· it appears, was distressingly.dull. 
!I 
The same critical habit manifests itself in regard 
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to contemporary events such as eclipses, marriages, mili-
tary excursions., pyramid construction·, and other dis-
asters. Surely Shakespeare could keep an event in mind 
for more than a f'ew days; and surely he coul.d mention, 
say, an eclipse without having seen one that afternoon--
1", 
,) or that year. No doubt be did occasionally use a topical 
reference, but surely not every allusion is topical; and 
only a mystic could say today which ones are. 
A cousin but once removed is the critical habit et. 
· ibterpre~ing figures of speech as literal references (sucb 
as Tasso as an "Alien11 ) •. It is not surprising that ~ 
critics have been known to describe Shakespeare as lame, 
poor, tongue-tied, old, and blind on the basis of images 
in Sonnets 22, 37, Bo, 140, and 149. 
One nrust, therefore, look closely at the "evidencen 
/' 
of'tered for not only the "Rival Poet" candidates, but for 
all other c·ases and theories in tbe entire ''story. n 
101 · 
. . 
Lee, pp. 201-203. 
·, ,. . .. .. 
,. 
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"" 102William Minto, Characteristics 9! Eng11sb Poets 
trom Chaucer to Shirle:y: (Edinburgh, 1874), pp. 290-2.91. 
This is still the standard reference tor all Cbapmanites. 
l03Hubert Ord, Chaucer and the Rival Poet in 
Sba,kespeare' s Sonnets (London, 1921). 
. . . _., ~ l04Boaden,,Qn tbe Sonnets, pp. 46-56. See also 
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to contemporary events such as eclipses, marriages, mili-. 
_ tary excursions, pyramid construction, and other dis-
asters. Surely Shakespeare could keep an event in mind 
tor more t~,n a few days; and surely he could mention, 
say, an eclipse without having seen one\that afternoon--
or that year. No doubt .pe did occasionally use a topical 
reference, but surely not every allusion is topical; and 
only a mystic could say today which ones are. 
A cousin but once removed is the critical habit or . 
. ibterpreting rigures of speech~s literal references (such 
as Tasso as_ an 11Alien 11 ). It is not surprising that 
critics have been known to d~scribe Shakespeare as lame, /' 
poor, tongue-tied, old, and blind on the basis of images 
,.in So.nnets 2~, 37, ·80., 140, · and 149. 
One must, therefore, look closely at the "evidenoen 
offered for not only the "Rival Poet" candidates, but for 
all other C'ases and theories in the entire 11 story. 11 
101 Lee, PP•· 201-203. 
102w1111am Minto, Characteristics of ~glish Poets 
from Chaucer to SbJpley (Edinburgh, 1874), pp. 290-291. 
Tbis is still the standard reference for all Cbaptnanites. 
l03Hubert Ord, Chaucer and the Rival Poet iri 
-
. Sbakespeare's Sonnets (London, 1921). 
l04Boaden, On the 'Sonnets, pp. 46-56 •. See also r- . 
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bis Gentleman's Magazine • Mrs. Stopes ·also supported 
·this candidate. 
l05Anonymous~ Blackwood•s, cXX:Xv (1884), 727-761; 
CllXVII (1885), 774-800; and ·CXXXIX (1886)., 327-350. 
r 
106 22 
.. Br0wn. pp. 19- , p. 97. and pp. 186-187. 
l07Collier, P• 475n; a,nd Fleay, p. 230. Rollins, 
P• 280, names several crit~: who also prefer Drayton, 
but none offer any speciric justification for their 
preference. Indeed, several plaintively wish that some-
one else could f'ind "evidence ror him~ 
108w. c. Hazlitt, Shakespeare (London, 1902), 
-
cited iri Rolli~s, pp. 291-292. 
109Fleay, p. 65. 
110 J. -G. R., N&Q ( 12 February 1859), 125. 
111Fleay, p. 58f and p. 219. Fleay considers 
Markham's inclusion as part of the satire that Shake-
speare was writing in the Sonnets. 
., . 
,. 
ll3Rowse, Ma~lowe, p. 117 and pp. 180-189. See 
- ' 
also ,~is Sonnets, Po xxvi. For an historian, Rowse deals 
overmuch in conjecture. 
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ll.4-p,. G. Fleasy, 110n the Motive of Shakespeare's 
Sonnets ( 1-125).," Macmillan 1 s, XXXI ( 1875), 438f. ;Cited: 
Rollins, p. 288 • 
ll5sarrazin, as cited in Rollins, P• 291. 
. 116 ·. Malone., p. 645. 
1170. A. Leigh, "The Rival Poet in Shakespeare's 
Sonnets,n Westminster Review., CXLVII (1897), 173-187 •. 
This reasoning is dangerous because the reference is to 
J "every alien pen'' (italics mine). More than one foreign 
•• 
... 
, 
rival? 
118wo1tf, p. 18or. 
119 Wilson, p. lxix. 
120c. L. Barber, "An Essay on the -Sonnets, 11 in The 
Sonnets of Shakespeare, The Laure1 Shakespeare (New York, 
1960), p. 8 and p. 22. 
1 121-- . 
-w11son, Pe. lix. 
122Landry, p. 5. 
-123cbambers, p. 562. 
.-::·· 
121,_ 
~ollins., p. 51t • 
., 
125a. P. Blackmur, "A Poetics for Infatuation," in 
Hubler, Riddle,-p. 138, p. 156, and passim • 
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126 Brown, p. 7 and PP• 35-36. 
·" :~ 
-. 
· 
127 Charles Knight, "Illustration or the Sonnets, 11 
The Works of Spakaspear~, Pictorial Edition (London, 1841), 
p. 95~ See also Stephen Spender ("The Alike and the 
Otber, 11 in.Hubler, Riddle, pp. 93-94 and p. 128) who,· 
althougb he believes that the "story'' is not fiction, be-
lieves that when one considers tbe main themes of the 
Sonnets, "questions about the nature of the relationship , 
between the three protagonists tend to evaporate in~tbe 
truths beyond questions gained. 11 .. Arthur Acheson ( Shake-
speare is Sonnet story [London, 1922] , p. xi), of· course . 
sees them as ~trongly autobiographical. 
128 Alexander Dyce, ed. Shakespea,re I s Poems, Aldine 
Poets (1832), p. lxxv. 
129K1ttredge, p. 1492. ,.. . ' ,.. . ~ ... 
130Raymond M. Alden, Shakespeare, Master Spirits 
of Literature (New York, 1922). 
131 /~Boswell, Po 220. See also Brown, p. 1, who con-
siders them as having been written ''solely for bis own 
and friends' gratification." 
132 · · . 
Barber, "Essay," P•. 9. 
/ 
133Cbambers, p. 561 • 
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134~e~ PP• 699-710. 
l35Lee.,passim.. 
. .. , .. 
.. , 
' ' 
136Lever., pp. 163-164, p. 167, and p. 172. see 
also 'Joan Grundy ( "Shakespeare I s Sonnets and the Eliza-
bethan Sonneteers., 11 .Shakespeare Survey, XV [1962], 41-49)., 
who agrees in la_:i;,ge part. 
l37cruttwell, p. 16 and P• 43 • 
., 
138Baldwin (see especially p. 185 a~d p. 360, but 
the entire stu~y is informative on the subject of clas-
sioal traditions). • 
l39Prince, p. 44. 
14°Hazleton Spencer., The Art and Life of William 
Shakespeare (New York, 1940), p. 35. See also Gibson, 
p. 189, who, although referring to the Anti-Stratrordians, 
makes this good point: "if you take a sufficient amount 
of 11 terary material, e·specially poetic material, you can 
extract from it references which, without any difficulty, 
can be made to apply to a1most any desired person or event 
and to support any theory you may wish to support." 
141samuel A. 'Tannenbaum., Sbakes;eeare' s Sonnets (A 
Concise Bibliograpbyl (New York, 1940), p. vii. 
· 142Rowse., Sbakeseeare, p • . 161, in 1963., called the 
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Sonnets. ''tbe most autobiographical ever written." This 
is a typical Rowse maneuve~: · make the superlative strong 
enough and dazzle the reader into submission. 
143w. G. !ngram and Theodore Redpath, eds. Shake-
speare's Sonnets (New York, 1965), p. xi. Of all the 
many texts I have seen, this is by rar my choice. My 
only complaint, and minor it is, is that theJ need to 
have done more with both the humor and t-he bawdy in the 
I Sonnets. But when Eric Partridge's Shakespeare's Bawdy 
is at band, the complaint ~ades. 
144Frye, p. 37. See also P• 29, P• 43, and PP• 
46-47. Frye's acceptance of the biographical approach is 
. 
' limited indeed. "About all that one can get out of the 
Sonnets, considered as transcripts or experience, is the 
' ' 
' reflection that pederastic infatuations with beautiful 
and stupid boys are probab1y very bad for practicing 
dramatists" (p. 28). 
Claes Schaar (An Elizabethan Sonnet ·Problem: Shake-
speare's Sonnets 9 Daniel us Delia, and their L-i terary Back-
ground [Lund., 1960]) discusses at length structure, themes., 
language, and imagery, albeit in an attempt to establish 
the literary relationship of Sbak~speare to Daniel. Sbe 
does this, however, with literary rather than biographical 
motives. 
l45Yvor Winters» "Poe tie st:le in SbakeSp-eare' s 
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Sonnets" (.from "Poetic Styles·, Old and New, n in Four Poets 
on Poet;ry, ed. Don Cameron Allen [Tbe Johns Hopkins Press, 
1959]), in Barbara Herrnstein, ed. Discussions of Shake-· 
. speare' s Sonnets (Boston, 1964), p. 107. ·S-µb~equent 
references are also to this page. 
14h.._ 
-Winters, p. 108. To prove this, he attacks the 
use of "worth" to describe the ''star to every wandering 
bark" of Sonnet 116. He decided tba t ".worth" can mean 
either "height" or "astrological inrluence, 11 and that 
neither fits the literal star nor the love being described 
" 
( p. 109). He never considers that 1 t can also mean pecu-
niary value (to merchant and sailor); qualitative value·; 
excellence; moral, intellectual, or personal character in 
an individ~al; or any or the other similar meanings given 
in the o.E.D. This simple oversight is typical or 
--
Winters• entire article. 
147 John Crowe Ransom, "Shakespeare at Sonnets" 
- (f'rom The ~1oFld' s Body) j in Herrnstein., Discussions, pp. 
88-89. See also, for subsequent re£erences, pages 102, 
95, and 91. 
148 Arthur Mizener, "The StruQ~ure of Figurative 
Language in Sb.akespeare• s Sonnets," The Southern Review, 
V (1940), 746. 
1490eorge Hel'?ert Palmer, Intimations of Immortalit:,: 
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./ 
·in tbe Sonnets of Shakespeare (Boston, 1912), P• 52. 
150J. B. Leishman, Themes and Variations in Shake-
. (London, 1963), 22-23. cannot &Reare•s Sonnets pp. I 
·· understand why Leishman felt be had to espouse Herbert 
as.the Friend (p. 16). He chose no identities for the 
other characters; he:-,)denies the importance of an identi-
fication to an interpretation of the Sonnets; and be 
neither needs nor uses specific identities anywhere in 
the book. He later admits that not only is there not a 
single proper name mentioned (except "Will"), but neither 
is anyone described., nor does anyone £2, anything (pp. 
115-1.~ 7}. Nevertheless, aside from this one lapse. bis 
study is helpful within its scope. 
l5lLand~. See especially his chart on pp. 131-
133 which graphically shows these relationships. 
1520. Wilson Knight, The Mutual Flame (London, 
1955), p. x. 
l53G. Wilson Knight, p. 136. He draws support for 
this view from Richard the Second, V.v.5: "My brain I'll 
prove the female to my soul/ My soul the father •• It 
• • 
He goes so. far as to say, in fact, that the Sonnets-
represent ~be feminine aspect of Shakespeare's soul, 
although the-evidence does not seem to fit the conclusion. 
15h 
. 'Murray Krieger,&. Window to Criticism: Shake-
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spe~re's Sonnets and Modern Poetics (Princeton, 1964), 
I p·. 73. 
l55-Krieger, p. 8on. ·· ·c._. 
• 
. 1 ~"--
- /"Krieger, p. 128n. 
-1.57 C. L. Barber, "The Sonnet as an Action.," in 
Herrnstein, Discu_ssions, p. 163. The rest of bis view as 
presented is taken from bis "Shakespeare in his Sonnets," 
Univ. of Mass. Review., I (1959/60),, 650-652. 
l58Barber, "sbakespeare in his Sonnets," P• 649. · 
,, 
159Edward Hubler, The '.Sense of Sbakes32eare 1 s Son-
nets (Princeton, 1952)., p. 38. Let it be clear that like 
Landry and Krieger, Hubler•s re-ordering is temporary and 
practical rather than permanent and aesthetic. Hubler•s 
only (and minor) lapse into storyism is his assumption 
... ) that a real 11Dark Lady" existed. He does nothtng serious 
with .this, however, for he does not consider the Sonnets 
a narrative (p. 8). 
• 
160 Winifred M. T. Nowottny 1 ''Formal elements in 
Shakespeare's Sonnets: Sonnets I-VI," Essays in Criticism, 
II (1952), 76. 
161n. A. Travers!., AB Ap32roaeb to SbakeSJ?!:)&re, 
2nd ed. (New York, 1956), p. 285. 
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Anthony c. ·san·tore was born on 11 September 1936 
in Nesquehoning, Pennsylvania, the son of Mr and Mrs 
Anthony Santore. He attended the Mauch Chunk Township 
~. 
public schools in Nesquehoning and was graduated in 
1954. He enlisted in the United ·states Air Force and 
served from 1954 to 1958, including a tour in the Far 
East (Japan., Korea, Formosa) in 1955-56. 
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He attended the Pennsylvania State University an~ 
East Stroudsburg State College., being graduated from the· 
latter in May, 1962 with a Bachelor of Science degree 
· in Education. He taught English_ a·t Warwick Valley High 
School, Warwick, New~Jork, from 1962 to 1966, serving 
also as Assistant Football Coach and Director of Dra-
matics.,. In September, 1966, he began graduate work at 
Lehigh University while teaching as a Graduate Assistant. 
He is -presently an Instructor of English at Muhlenberg 
qol~ege, Alientown, Pennsylvania. 
"Married in 1961 to the former Nancy -M. Feather of 
·Fairfield, Connecticut, he is the father of three 
children, Victor, Mark, and Jill. 
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